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On the rational homology of high-dimensional
analogues of spaces of long knots
G REGORY A RONE
V ICTOR T URCHIN

We study high-dimensional analogues of spaces of long knots. These are spaces of
compactly supported embeddings (modulo immersions) of Rm into Rn . We view the
space of embeddings as the value of a certain functor at Rm , and we apply manifold
calculus to this functor. Our first result says that the Taylor tower of this functor
can be expressed as the space of maps between infinitesimal bimodules over the
little-disks operad. We then show that the formality of the little-disks operad has
implications for the homological behavior of the Taylor tower. Our second result says
that when 2m C 1 < n, the singular chain complex of these spaces of embeddings
is rationally equivalent to a direct sum of certain finite chain complexes, which we
describe rather explicitly.
57R70; 18D50, 18G55

1 Introduction
Let Rn be a Euclidean space and Rm  Rn a subspace. Let Embc .Rm ; Rn / be the
space of smooth embeddings of Rm into Rn that agree with the inclusion outside a
bounded set. When m D 1, this space is sometimes called the space of long knots
in Rn .
Similarly, let Immc .Rm ; Rn / be the space of smooth immersions of Rm into Rn that
agree with the inclusion outside a bounded set. It follows from Smale–Hircsh theory [14]
that there is a homotopy equivalence (assuming that n  m C 1) Immc .Rm ; Rn / '
m Inj.Rm ; Rn /, where m denotes m–fold loop space and Inj.Rm ; Rn / is the Stiefel
manifold of linear isometric injections of Rm into Rn . Thus the homotopy type of
Immc .Rm ; Rn / is (in some sense) well understood, and we view it as “the easy part of
Embc .Rm ; Rn /”.
Let Embc .Rm ; Rn / be the homotopy fiber of the inclusion map
Embc .Rm ; Rn / ! Immc .Rm ; Rn /:
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This space is the subject of this paper. We view the space Embc .Rm ; Rn / as a value
of a contravariant functor
U 7! Embc .U; Rn /;
where U ranges over a certain category of open subsets of Rm . Our first goal is to
describe the Taylor tower of this functor in terms of operads. Our first theorem says that
the Taylor tower can be described as a mapping space between infinitesimal bimodules
over the little-disks operad Bm . The definition of infinitesimal bimodules is reviewed
in Section 3. The inclusion Rm ,! Rn induces a map of operads Bm ! Bn , and in
particular it endows Bn with the structure of an infinitesimal bimodule over Bm . The
following is our first main result (it is contained in Theorem 6.10.)
Theorem 1.1 There is an equivalence
T1 Embc .Rm ; Rn / ' hInfBim.Bm ; Bn /:
Bm

Here hInfBim. ; / denotes the derived mapping space between two infinitesimal
bimodules over an operad. T1 Embc .Rm ; Rn / is the limit of the Taylor tower of the
functor U 7! Embc .U; Rn /. Taylor tower is taken in the sense of manifold calculus,
or embedding calculus. More precisely, we need a variation of manifold calculus
designed for functors with bounded support. It is similar to the calculus of manifolds with boundary, developed by Weiss in [25, Section 10] and de Brito and Weiss
in [6, Section 9].
A deep convergence result of Goodwillie, Klein and Weiss implies that the natural map
Embc .Rm ; Rn / ! T1 Embc .Rm ; Rn /
is a weak homotopy equivalence if m C 3  n. Combining this with Theorem 1.1, we
conclude that the following natural map is an equivalence when m C 3  n:
Embc .Rm ; Rn / ! hInfBim.Bm ; Bn /
Bm

The case m D 1 of Theorem 1.1 is related to Sinha’s cosimplicial model for the space
of long knots [22]. Indeed, the homotopy totalization of Sinha’s cosimplicial space can
be interpreted as the mapping space
zn /;
hInfBim.Ass; B
Ass

zn is an operad
where Ass is the associative operad, which is equivalent to B1 , and B
equivalent to Bn that admits a map from the associative operad.
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We also prove (or reprove) an analogous, but simpler statement about the homotopy fiber
of the inclusion Emb.M; Rn / ! Imm.M; Rn /, where Emb.M; Rn / and Imm.M; Rn /
are spaces of all smooth embeddings and immersions respectively. We denote this
homotopy fiber by Emb.M; Rn /. We will describe the Taylor tower of Emb.M; Rn / in
the case when M is an open subset of Rm . We show that the Taylor tower is equivalent
to the space of maps between right modules over the operad Bm (Theorem 6.10.)
Remark 1.2 In the first draft of the paper we proved different versions of Theorems 1.1
and 6.10. Those versions were based on the discretization of the little-disks operad.
The current forms of these theorems were stated in the original version as conjectures.
We were encouraged by one of the referees to prove the theorems in their current form.
In the meantime, proofs of the theorems in their current form were given by the
second author in [24] by a different approach. In particular, that paper uses the Fulton–
McPherson operad instead of the little-disks operad.
Also in the meantime, a result similar to the part of Theorem 6.10 that deals with right
modules was proved by de Brito and Weiss in [6]. Similar results were also obtained
by Pryor in his PhD thesis [20]. The paper of de Brito and Weiss influenced the current
version of this paper. Our proof strategy is similar to theirs. But we note that our
statement and theirs differ somewhat. On one hand, de Brito and Weiss prove a more
general statement than ours about the Taylor tower of Emb.M; Rn /, in that it applies
to all manifolds M and not just open subsets of Rm . The “price” for this is that their
result is stated in terms of modules over the framed little-disks operads, while we work
with the unframed version. For our purposes it is important to use the unframed disks
operad.
Readers who are interested in the discretized version of the theorems can find them in
the first version of this paper on arXiv.
There is a homological analogue of Theorem 1.1. Let C.X / denote the normalized
singular chain complex of X . We view C.Embc .Rm ; Rn // as a value of a functor
U 7! C.Embc .U; Rn //. The homological analogue of Theorem 1.1 says that there is
an equivalence
(1-1)

T1 C.Embc .Rm ; Rn // ' hInfBim.C.Bm /; C.Bn //:
C.Bm /

The proof of this assertion is essentially the same as of Theorem 1.1. However, the
homological functor has considerably weaker convergence properties. The natural map
C.Embc .Rm ; Rn // ! T1 C.Embc .Rm ; Rn //
Geometry & Topology, Volume 18 (2014)
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is only known to be an equivalence when 2m C 1 < n; see Weiss [26].
Our next step is to use the formality of the little-disks operad (see Kontsevich [15]
and Lambrechts and Volic [17]) to simplify the description of the homological Taylor
tower over the reals (and therefore also over the rationals). This is similar in spirit to
what was done by Lambrechts, Turchin and Volic for spaces of long knots [16] and by
Arone, Lambrechts and Volic for the spaces Emb.M; Rn / [5]. The formality theorem
implies that if one works over R, then the infinitesimal bimodule C.Bn / in (1-1) can
be replaced with H.Bn I R/. Here the action of C.Bm / on H.Bn / factors through the
commutative operad. It follows that one can present the right-hand side of (1-1) as
a mapping object between infinitesimal bimodules over the commutative operad. It
turns out that infinitesimal bimodules over the commutative operad are the same thing
as right modules over the category  of pointed finite sets (here by “right modules
over” we mean “contravariant functors whose domain is”). Let  be the category
of unpointed sets and surjective functions between them. A well known result of
Pirashvili says that there is an equivalence of categories between right  –modules
and right –modules [19]. It follows that the Taylor tower of C.Embc .Rm ; Rn // ˝ R
can be described as a mapping complex between right –modules. By a counting
argument, the same conclusion holds over Q as over R. In a further simplification, we
show that Ch can be replaced with H in the source variable as well as the target. The
following is our second main result (Theorem 8.6).
Theorem 1.3 Assume that n > 2m C 1. There is a weak equivalence of chain complexes
(1-2)

z m /; H.B
y n I Q//:
CQ .Embc .Rm ; Rn // ' hRmod.H.S


z m / is the right –module defined by the formula
Here CQ .X / D C.X / ˝ Q, H.S
y n I Q/ is the cross effect of H.Bn I Q/ as defined by Pirashvili.
z mn /, and H.B
n 7! H.S
Finally, hRmod stands for the derived mapping complex of right modules.
Remark If one works integrally, then the equivalence (1-2) does not hold, but one still
can show that there is a spectral sequence starting with the homology of the right-hand
side and converging to the homology of the left-hand side. We hope to come back to
this in another paper.
We view Theorem 1.3 as giving a rather explicit algebraic model for the rational
homology of Embc .Rm ; Rn /. Let Hj .X / be the j th homology group of X , considered
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as a chain complex concentrated in dimension j . There are obvious isomorphisms of
–modules
y n/ Š
H.B
z m /Š
H.S

1
M
t D0
1
M

y .n
H

1/t .Bn /

Š

y .n
H

1/t .Bn /;

t D0
1
Y

z ms .S m / Š
H

sD0

1
Y

z ms .S m /:
H

sD0

yj .Bn .k// is nonzero only if j is a
Here we have used the well-known fact that H
z i .S m / is nonzero only if i is a multiple
multiple of n 1 and the obvious fact that H
of m. It follows that the right-hand side of (1-2) splits as a product of mapping spaces
between right –modules with values in chain complexes concentrated in a single
degree. More precisely, there is a weak equivalence of chain complexes
Y
z m /; H.B
y n I Q// '
z ms .S m /; H
y .n 1/t .Bn I Q//:
(1-3) hRmod.H.S
hRmod.H


s;t 0



In fact, one can show that if n > 2m C 1 then the direct product on the right side can
be replaced with direct sum (Remark 13.3). Also, the decomposition can be reduced
even further. For example, we show that the terms on the right-hand side of (1-3) are
nonzero only if s  2t .
Isomorphism (1-3) gives rise to a double splitting of H.Embc .Rm ; Rn /I Q/. In the
case m D 1, this double splitting is equivalent to the one studied by the second author
in [23].
In Sections 10–13 we analyze the mapping complexes
z ms .S m /; H
y .n
hRmod.H


1/t .Bn I Q//

by filtering the category  by cardinality. Analysing this filtration leads us to a certain
explicit finite complex that is weakly equivalent to this mapping complex. We call it
the Koszul complex, because it can be viewed as a kind of Koszul resolution.
In Section 14 we give an explicit description of the Koszul complex in terms of
certain spaces of forests. It is quite interesting, although not really surprising, that
the graph-complexes that we obtain at this point look similar to those obtained from
the Bott–Taubes generalized construction used to study the De Rham cohomology of
higher-dimensional knot spaces. For more details on that, see the papers of Cattaneo,
Cotta-Ramusino and Longoni [7] and Sakai [21].
z m / and H.B
y n I Q/ are, up to
It also is worth noting that the right –modules H.S
shifts of degree, almost independent of m and n. More precisely, they only depend on
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the parity of m and n. It follows that the total group H.Embc .Rm ; Rn /I Q/ depends,
in some sense, only on the parities of m and n. For all m and n of a fixed parity
(and satisfying n > 2m C 1), the total group is built of the same ingredients. But the
topological dimensions of the different ingredients depend on m and n.
We also prove a companion result to Theorem 1.3 for spaces of the form Emb.M; Rn /
(Proposition 8.3). We view it as a reformulation of the main result of Arone, Lambrechts
and Volic in [5].
Theorem 1.4 Suppose that M is an open subset of Rm and 2m C 1 < n. There is an
equivalence of chain complexes
CQ .Emb.M; Rn // ' hRmod.CQ .M /; H.Bn I Q//:
Com

Here CQ .M / is the right Com–module determined by the formula k 7! CQ .M k /.
The theorem implies that in high enough codimension, H.Emb.M; Rn /I Q/ is a homotopy functor of M . In particular, Theorem 1.4 has the following consequence, which
also was proved in [5].
Corollary 1.5 Let M1 , M2 smooth manifolds that embed into Rm . Suppose that
2m C 1 < n. Also suppose that M1 and M2 are related by a chain of maps inducing
an isomorphism in rational homology. Then there is an isomorphism
H.Emb.M1 ; Rn /I Q/ Š H.Emb.M2 ; Rn /I Q/:
Proof Replacing M1 and M2 with tubular neighborhoods, we may assume that they
are open subsets of Rm . We can do it because inclusion into a tubular neighborhood
induces an equivalence on Emb. ; Rn /. If M1 and M2 are related by a chain of
real homology equivalences, then the right Com–modules CQ .M1 / and CQ .M2 / are
weakly equivalent (in the category of right Com–modules with values in rational chain
complexes). By the theorem, the homotopy type of the right Com–module CQ .M /
determines H.Emb.M; Rn /I Q/.
Outline In Section 2 we review some preliminaries about chain complexes. The main
goal of this section is to prove that a certain explicit model for Postnikov sections in
the category of chain complexes is an enriched functor. This is used later in Section 7.
In Sections 3 and 4 we recall some basics about operads and their modules. In
particular, we review the concept of an infinitesimal bimodule over an operad, which
is perhaps not very well known. We show that the category of right modules over an
operad, as well as the category of infinitesimal bimodules, are equivalent to certain
Geometry & Topology, Volume 18 (2014)
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categories of diagrams. In Section 5 we apply the general theory to obtain a convenient
description of the categories of right modules and of infinitesimal bimodules over the
little-disks operad. In Section 6 we show how the Taylor towers for C.Emb.M; Rn //
and C.Embc .Rm ; Rn // can be described in terms of maps between, respectively, right
modules and infinitesimal bimodules over the little-disks operad. In Section 7 we
start working over the reals/rationals, and we show how Kontsevich’s theorem on the
formality of the little-disks operad can be used to drastically simplify our models for
CQ .Emb.M; Rn // and CQ .Embc .Rm ; Rn //. In Section 8 we show that the model for
CQ .Embc .Rm ; Rn // can be simplified even further, and rewritten in terms of maps
between right –modules. This enables us to prove Theorem 8.6.
In Section 9 we derive the equivalence (1-3). In Section 10 we show how filtering
the category  by cardinality gives rise to a spectral sequence (which we call the
Koszul spectral sequence) for calculating the homology groups of the complex of maps
between right –modules. After some preparatory work in Sections 11 and 12 we
show, in Section 13, that in the cases of interest to us the first term of the Koszul
spectral sequence consists of a single chain complex. We call these chain complexes
Koszul complexes. Thus when 2m C 2  n the chain complex CQ .Embc .Rm ; Rn // is
equivalent to a direct sum of Koszul complexes. We describe the Koszul complexes
explicitly in Section 14 as complexes generated by certain types of forests.
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2 Chain complexes and Postnikov sections
In this paper, Ch denotes the category of nonnegatively graded chain complexes. Sometimes we need to consider the category of complexes of modules over a commutative
ring with unit. When we want to emphasize the ground ring, we write ChR for the
category of chain complexes of R–modules.
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It is well known that Ch is a closed symmetric monoidal category, and it also has a
Quillen model structure compatible with the monoidal structure (the projective model
structure). If A and B are objects of Ch, then by hom.A; B/ we denote the internal
mapping object from A to B . Thus hom.A; B/ is itself an object of Ch. In degree zero,
hom.A; B/ is the group of chain homomorphisms from A to B , and H0 .hom.A; B//
is the group of chain homotopy classes of chain homomorphisms.
Let CW Top ! Ch be the normalized singular chains functor. It is well known that C
is a lax symmetric monoidal functor (the original reference is probably the paper of
Eilenberg and Mac Lane [12, Theorem 5.4]). If X is a space and A is a chain complex,
we define A ˝ X WD A ˝ C.X / and Map.X; A/ D hom.C.X /; A/.
Postnikov sections We will use a small model for Postnikov sections in Ch, that was
also used in [5].
Definition 2.1 Let P be a chain complex. Define
8
i
<Pi
Pon .P /i D d.PnC1 / i
:
0
i

Pon .P / to be the chain complex
 n;
D n C 1;
> n C 1:

Here d.PnC1 / denotes the n–dimensional boundaries in P . The differential in Pon .P /
is the same as in P in dimensions less than or equal to n and is given by the inclusion
d.PnC1 / ,! Pn in dimension n C 1.
There is an obvious chain homomorphism P ! Pon .P /, natural in P . It induces
an isomorphism on Hi for i  n (and it is a chain level isomorphism in dimensions
i < n). On the other hand Hi .Pon .P // D 0 for i > n. Thus Pon .P / is a model for
the nth Postnikov section of P . Clearly there are compatible chain homomorphism
Pon .P / ! Pon 1 .P /, inducing isomorphism on homology in dimensions less than n.
These homomorphisms are fibrations in Ch (because they are surjective). Together, they
give a model for the Postnikov tower of P . Let kn .P / D ker.Pon .P / ! Pon 1 .P //;
kn .P / is a chain complex concentrated in degrees n and n C 1. The unique nontrivial
boundary homomorphism in kn .P / is the inclusion of the n–dimensional boundaries
of P into the cycles. Finally, let Hn .P / be the nth homology of P , considered as a chain
complex concentrated in dimension n. We have a zigzag of chain homomorphisms,
natural in P ,
'
P ! Pon .P / kn .P / ! Hn .P /:
We need the following simple observation about these functors. It is equivalent to
saying that all these functors are enriched over Ch, and the natural transformations
between them are enriched transformations.
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Lemma 2.2 Let X , P and Q be nonnegatively graded chain complexes. Suppose we
have a chain homomorphism X ˝ P ! Q. Then there are unique vertical homomorphisms (determined by the first one) that make the following diagram commute:
X ˝P

/ X ˝ Pon .P / o

X ˝ kn .P /

/ X ˝ Hn .P /




/ Pon .Q/ o

kn .Q/




/ Hn .Q/

Q

Proof We begin by constructing a chain map X ˝ Pon .P / ! Pon .Q/. The homomorphism P ! Pon .P / is surjective, and thus the homomorphism X ˝ P ! X ˝ Pon .P /
is surjective, by right exactness of tensor product. We need to show the kernel of this homomorphism goes to zero in Pon .Q/ under the composed map X ˝P ! Q ! Pon .Q/.
The map X ˝ P ! X ˝ Pon .P / is a direct sum of maps of the form Xi ˝ Pj !
Xi ˝ Pon .P /j , so its kernel is a direct sum of kernels. For j  n, the above map is an
isomorphism, so the kernel is trivial. For j > n C 1, Xi ˝ Pj has dimension greater
than n C 1, so it goes to zero in Pon .Q/. It remains to consider summands of the form
Xi ˝ PnC1 . Again, if i > 0, the summand goes to zero in Pon .Q/ for dimensional
reasons. It remains to consider the summand X0 ˝ PnC1 . We need to show that any
element in the kernel of the homomorphism X0 ˝ PnC1 ! X0 ˝ d.PnC1 / goes to
P ˛
˛
zero in Pon .Q/. Any element of X0 ˝ PnC1 can be written in the form
x0 ˝ pnC1
.
P ˛
˛
The assumption that it is in the kernel means that
x0 ˝ d.pnC1 / D 0. But since the
elements x0˛ are in dimension zero, it follows that
X
 X ˛
˛
˛
d
x0˛ ˝ pnC1
D
x0 ˝ d.pnC1
/ D 0:
So every element of the kernel is an .n C 1/–dimensional cycle in X ˝ P . It follows
that it goes to an .n C 1/–cycle in Q, and therefore it goes to zero in Pon .Q/.
Next, we need to show the existence of a unique map X ˝ kn .P / ! kn .Q/ that
makes the second square commute. Since the homomorphism kn .Q/ ! Pon .Q/ is a
monomorphism, we need to show that the image of the composed homomorphism
X ˝ kn .P / ! X ˝ Pon .P / ! Pon .Q/
is contained in the image of kn .Q/. Since Pon .Q/ is zero above dimension n C 1, and
X ˝ kn .P / is zero in dimensions below n, we only need to consider dimensions n and
n C 1. The homomorphism kn .Q/ ! Pon .Q/ is an isomorphism in dimension n C 1,
so it remains to check dimension n. Let Zn .P / be the group of n–dimensional cycles
of P . The n–dimensional part of X ˝ kn .P / is X0 ˝ Zn .P /. We need to show
that the image of X0 ˝ Zn .P / in Pon .Q/ is contained in the group of cycles Zn .Q/.
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For this it is enough to show that its image in X ˝ Pon .P / consists of cycles. Let
P ˛
x0 ˝ pn˛ be an element of X0 ˝ Zn .P /. Then its differential in X ˝ Pon .P / is
X
which is clearly zero. So

P

d.x0˛ / ˝ pn˛ C x0 ˝ d.pn˛ /

x0˛ ˝ pn˛ is a cycle in X ˝ Pon .P /.

Lastly, we need to show that there is a unique homomorphism X ˝ Hn .P / ! Hn .Q/
that makes the rightmost square commute. By right exactness of tensor product, the
homomorphism X ˝ kn .P / ! X ˝ Hn .P / is surjective, so we need to show that the
kernel of this homomorphism goes to zero in Hn .Q/. Since Hn .Q/ is concentrated in
dimension n, we only need to check dimension n. The homomorphism from kn .P /
to Hn .P / is, in dimension n, the surjection from the n–cycles of P to the nth homology
of P . Its kernel is the group of boundaries d.PnC1 /. Using the right exactness
of tensor product one more time, we conclude that any element in the kernel of
P ˛
˛
X ˝kn .P / ! X ˝Hn .P / in dimension n can be written in the form
x0 ˝d.pnC1
/.
P ˛
˛
By the usual calculation, this is the same as d. x0 ˝ pnC1 /, so it is a boundary in
X ˝ kn .P /. Therefore it goes to a boundary in kn .Q/ and to zero in Hn .Q/.
Corollary 2.3 Let C be a category enriched over Ch. Let F W C ! Ch be an enriched
functor. Then there is a chain of enriched natural transformations between enriched
functors,
F ! Pon .F /

kn .F / ! Hn .F /:

Proof Let i; j be objects of C . Let C.i; j / be the chain complex of morphisms
from i to j . To say that F is an enriched functor means that for all i; j there are
chain homomorphisms
C.i; j / ˝ F.i / ! F.j /:
The homomorphisms are associative and unital. By Lemma 2.2, there are analogous
maps where F is replaced with Pon .F /, kn .F / and Hn .F /, that are compatible with
the natural transformations between these functors. The uniqueness part of the lemma
guarantees that the induced maps are associative and unital.
Corollary 2.4 With the same notation as in the previous corollary, suppose that F
takes values in chain complexes that are homologically concentrated in degree n.
Then F is related to Hn .F / by a chain of enriched natural equivalences (ie quasiisomorphisms).
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Proof It is clear that if F.i / is a chain complex whose homology is concentrated in
dimension n, then all the natural transformations
F.i / ! Pon .F.i //

kn .F.i // ! Hn .F.i //

are quasi-isomorphisms.
In the terminology of [5] we can say that an enriched functor that takes values in
complexes of homological dimension n is formal in a natural and enriched sense.

3 Operads, modules and infinitesimal bimodules
3.1 Definition of operads
In this section we will review the (very well known) notions of an operad and a right
module over an operad. We also will review the concept of an infinitesimal bimodule
over an operad, which is less well known.
For a general introduction to the theory of operads, given from a modern perspective,
we suggest the recent book of Loday and Vallette [18].
Definition 3.1 Let † be the category of finite sets and isomorphisms between them.
Let C be any category. A symmetric sequence P in C is a functor P W † ! C .
We will write P .n/ for P .f1; : : : ; ng/ (and P .0/ for P .∅/). In practice, a symmetric
sequence is determined by the sequence P .0/; P .1/; : : : of objects in C together with
an action of the symmetric group †n on P .n/ for each n.
Definition 3.2 Let .C; ˝; 1/ be a symmetric monoidal category. An operad O in C
is a symmetric sequence O in C equipped with a unit map W 1 ! O.1/ and partial
composition maps
ıa W O.A/ ˝ O.B/ ! O.A [a B/
for each pair of sets A and B and each a 2 A where A [a B WD .A n fag/ q B . The
composition maps must be natural with respect to isomorphisms of .A; a/ and of B ,
and must satisfy certain axioms that say that:
(1) The composition is associative in the sense that for all sets A; B and C , and
elements a 2 A, b 2 B , the two compositions . ıa / ıb and ıa . ıb /
define the same map O.A/ ˝ O.B/ ˝ O.C / ! O.A [a B [b C /.
(2) For two distinct elements a; a0 2 A, the operations

ıa

and

ı a0

commute.

(3)  acts as both a right unit and a left unit with respect to the composition maps.
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The axioms are spelled out fully by Ching in [8, Definition 2.2] (for example). A little
below, we will spell out the analogous axioms for a module over an operad.
Remark 3.3 Let O be an operad, and let ˛W A ! B be a function between sets. The
operad structure on O gives rise to a map
O
O.B/ ˝
O.˛ 1 .b// ! O.A/:
b2B

The map is defined by applying the composition operation ıb for each b 2 B . The
commutativity hypothesis in the definition of operad ensures that the map is independent
of the order in which the composition operations are performed.

3.2 Modules
Let C be a symmetric monoidal category. Let D be a category tensored over C . In
practice, we will be most interested in the case when D and C are both the category of
chain complexes. But it will be convenient to have a more general setup.
Definition 3.4 Let O be an operad in C . A right module over O with values in D is
a symmetric sequence M in D together with partial composition maps
ıa W M.A/ ˝ O.B/ ! M.A [a B/;
where A and B are finite sets and a 2 A. The composition maps are required to be
natural in isomorphisms of .A; a/ and B , and satisfy the following axioms.
(1) For all finite sets A; B and C and for all a 2 A and b 2 B the following diagram
commutes:
M.A/ ˝ O.B/ ˝ O.C /
. ıa /˝

1˝. ıb /

/ M.A/ ˝ O.B [b C /



M.A [a B/ ˝ O.C /

ıa V



/ M.A [a B [b C /

ıb

(2) For all finite sets A, B and B 0 and all a; a0 2 A where a ¤ a0 , the following
diagram commutes:
M.A/ ˝ O.B/ ˝ O.B 0 /
. ˝a /˝1

. ˝a0 /˝1

/ M.A [a0 B 0 / ˝ O.B/



M.A [a B/ ˝ O.B 0 /
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˝a0

˝a

/ M.A [a B [a0 B 0 /
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(More precisely, the top arrow in this square needs to be preceded by the map
switching the second and third factors.)
(3) For all finite sets A and for all a 2 A the following morphism is the identity
M.A/ D M.A/ ˝ 1

1˝

! M.A/ ˝ O.1/

ıa

! M.A/:

Here we have used the identification of f1g with fag.
Remark 3.5 Let M be a right module over O . Let ˛W A ! B be a function between
sets. One obtains a map
O
M.B/ ˝
O.˛ 1 .b// ! M.A/:
b2B

The map is defined by applying the composition operation ıb for each b 2 B . The
commutativity hypothesis in the definition of a right module ensures that the map is
independent of the order in which the composition operations are performed; compare
with Remark 3.3.
The definitions above are well known. Now we will introduce a few definitions that are
not so standard. As before, let O be an operad in a symmetric monoidal category C ,
and let D be a category tensored over C .
Definition 3.6 An infinitesimal left module over O with values in D is a symmetric
sequence M in D together with partial composition maps, defined for all finite sets
A; B and all a 2 A,
ıa W O.A/ ˝ M.B/ ! M.A [a B/:
The composition maps are required to be natural in isomorphisms of .A; a/ and B ,
and satisfy the following axioms.
(1) For all finite sets A; B and C and for all a 2 A and b 2 B the following diagram
commutes:
O.A/ ˝ O.B/ ˝ M.C /
. ıa /˝1

1˝. ıb /

/ O.A/ ˝ M.B [b C /
ıa





O.A [a B/ ˝ M.C /

ıb

/ M.A [a B [b C /

(2) For all finite sets A the following morphism is the identity:
M.A/ D 1 ˝ M.A/

˝1

Geometry & Topology, Volume 18 (2014)
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Remark 3.7 The concept of an infinitesimal left module is different from the usual
concept of a left module over an operad that is more commonly found in literature. A
left module is usually defined to be a symmetric sequence M , equipped with maps of
the following kind. Let ˛W A ! B be a function of sets. Then for a left module there
would be a morphism
O
M.˛ 1 .b// ! M.A/:
O.B/ ˝
b2B

The structure of an infinitesimal left module does not give rise to such a map (contrast
with Remark 3.5). Neither does a left module structure automatically give rise to an
infinitesimal left module structure.
Finally, we are ready for the key definition of this section. Let O be an operad in C
and let D be a category tensored over C .
Definition 3.8 An infinitesimal bimodule over O with values in D is a symmetric
sequence M in D endowed with the structure of a right module over O and of an
infinitesimal left module over O . The right and left composition maps are required to
satisfy the following axioms.
(1) For all finite sets A; B , and C and for all a 2 A; b 2 B , the following diagram
commutes:
O.A/ ˝ M.B/ ˝ O.C /
1˝. ıb /

. ıa /˝1

/ M.A [a B/ ˝ O.C /

O.A/ ˝ M.B [b C /

ıb





/ M.A [a B [b C /

[a

(2) For all finite sets A; B; B 0 and for all distinct elements a; a0 2 A, the following
diagram commutes:
O.A/ ˝ O.B/ ˝ M.B 0 /
. ıa /˝1

. ıa0 /˝1

/ M.A [a0 B 0 / ˝ O.B/



O.A [a B/ ˝ M.B 0 /



ıa0

ıa

/ M.A [a B [a0 B 0 /

More precisely, the top map in the above diagram needs to be preceded by
switching the second and third factors.
Example 3.9 Let f W O ! P be a morphism of operads. Then f endows P with
the structure of an infinitesimal bimodule over O . In particular, every operad is an
infinitesimal bimodule over itself.
Geometry & Topology, Volume 18 (2014)
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4 Operads as categories, modules as functors
It is well known that the category of right modules over an operad is equivalent to a
certain category of diagrams. In this section we review this construction and introduce
an analogous one for the category of infinitesimal bimodules (by contrast, the category
of honest bimodules, or even of left modules over an operad is not equivalent to a
category of diagrams).
The category F.O/ of the following definition is equivalent to the category cat.O/
defined in [18, 5.4.1]. It is sometimes called the PROP associated with O . Let F be
the category of finite sets and functions between them. For two finite sets A and B ,
F.A; B/ denotes the set of functions from A to B .
Definition 4.1 Let O be an operad in a closed symmetric monoidal category C . F.O/
is a category enriched over C . The objects of F.O/ are finite sets. For two finite sets
A; B , MapF .O/ .A; B/ is the object of C , defined by
a
O
MapF .O/ .A; B/ D
O.˛ 1 .b//:
˛2F.A;B/ b2B

To define composition in F.O/ we need to describe maps
MapF .O/ .B; C / ˝ MapF .O/ .A; B/ ! MapF .O/ .A; C /:
Since we assume that C is a closed symmetric monoidal category, ˝ distributes over
coproducts in C . Therefore, it is enough to define composition for each summand
of MapF .O/ .A; B/ with every summand of MapF .O/ .B; C /. Let ˛W A ! B and
ˇW B ! C be functions. The composition law in F.O/ is determined by morphisms
of the form
O
O
O
O.ˇ 1 .c// ˝
O.˛ 1 .b// !
O..ˇ˛/ 1 .c//:
c2C

c2C

b2B

The morphism is defined by applying the composition operation [b , for each b 2 B . It is
the product of morphisms of type described in Remark 3.3. The associativity hypothesis
in the definition of operad guarantees that composition in F.O/ is associative.
To define the unit morphisms in F.O/, note that MapF .O/ .A; A/ has a direct summand
isomorphic to O.1/˝A , corresponding to the identity function on A. The identity
morphism of A in F.O/ is defined by the map
Š

1 ! 1˝A

˝A

! O.1/˝A :

The unicity hypothesis for operads guarantees that these behave as identity morphisms.
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Example 4.2 Let Com be the commutative operad. Unless noted otherwise, Com
denotes the commutative operad in the category of topological spaces, but we will use
the same name for the commutative operad in any category. The value of the operad
Com at every set A is the unit object. All its structure maps are the identity morphism
on the unit object. In the category of topological spaces, the unit object is also the final
object , so Com is the final object in the category of operads in Top. It is easy to see
that F.Com/ is the category of finite sets and functions between them. We will denote
this category simply by F .
The point for us of the category F.O/ is that right O –modules are the same thing
as contravariant functors from F.O/. The following lemma is elementary and well
known.
Lemma 4.3 Let O be an operad in a closed symmetric monoidal category C . Let D
be a category enriched, tensored and cotensored over C . Then the category of right
modules over O with values in D is equivalent to the category of enriched contravariant
functors from F.O/ to D .
Sketch of proof Let M be a right module over O . By Remark 3.5, given a function
˛W A ! B , there is a map
O
(4-1)
M.B/ ˝
O.˛ 1 .b// ! M.A/:
b2B

Taking sum over all functions from A to B , one obtains a map
(4-2)

M.B/ ˝ MapF .O/ .A; B/ ! M.A/:

This makes M into a contravariant functor from F.O/. The associativity hypothesis
in the definition of a right module is equivalent to compatibility of these maps with
composition in F.O/.
Conversely, suppose M is an enriched contravariant functor from F.O/ to D . This
means that there are maps as in (4-2). In particular, for a map ˛W A ! B we get a map
as in (4-1). Now let a 2 A and let ˛W A [a B ! A be the map that sends B to fag.
We get a map
M.A/ ˝ O.1/˝Anfag ˝ O.B/ ! M.A [a B/:
Composing with the identity 1 Š 1˝Anfag ! O.1/˝Anfag , we obtain a map
M.A/ ˝ O.B/ ! M.A [a B/:
This map endows M with the structure of a right module. It is easy to check that
the assumption that M is a functor implies that the composition maps are associative,
commutative and unital, as required.
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Corollary 4.4 The category of right Com–modules with values in D is equivalent to
the category of contravariant functors from F (the category of finite sets) to D .
Now we will introduce a variation of the category F.O/ that will do for infinitesimal
bimodules over O what F.O/ did for right modules. To begin with, let  be the
category of pointed finite sets and pointed functions. We will adopt the convention
that all the pointed sets have the same basepoint . So if S is an object of  then
the elements of S are ; s1 ; s2 etc. For pointed sets S; T , let .S; T / be the set of
pointed functions from S to T . We define the category .O/ as a restriction of F.O/
in an obvious way.
Definition 4.5 Let O be an operad in a closed symmetric monoidal category C . .O/
is a category enriched over C . The objects of .O/ are pointed finite sets. For two
pointed finite sets S; T , Map.O/ .S; T / is the object of C , defined by the formula
M O
Map.O/ .S; T / D
O.˛ 1 .t//:
˛2.S;T / t 2T

Composition in .O/ is defined in the same way as in F.O/.
Example 4.6 Recall that Com is the commutative operad in Top. It is easy to see
that .Com/ is just  ; compare with Example 4.2.
For our purposes, it is important to define a certain twisted version of  .
z
Definition 4.7 Let O be an operad in C . We define a category .O/.
The objects
z
of .O/ are the same as of .O/ (ie, pointed finite sets). Moreover, for every two
objects S; T , Map.O/
.S; T / D Map.O/ .S; T /. The identity morphisms are defined
z
in the same way. But the composition law is different. We proceed to describe the
z
composition in .O/.
Let ˛W S ! T and ˇW T ! U be pointed functions. We need
to define a morphism
O
O
O
O.ˇ 1 .u// ˝
O.˛ 1 .t// !
O..ˇ˛/ 1 .u//:
u2U

t 2T

u2U

Recall that the composition in .O/ is defined by performing the operations ı t , for
all t 2 T . Without loss of generality, suppose that we first perform the operation ı .
Note that the operation ı can be written as a map
ı W O.ˇ

1

.// ˝ O.˛

1

.// ! O.˛

1

./ _ ˇ

1

.//:

z
In .O/,
this map is replaced with the composed map
O.ˇ

1

.// ˝ O.˛

1

.// ! O.˛

1
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ı

.// ! O.˛

1

./ _ ˇ

1

.//:
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Here the first map is switching the order, and the second map is the map ı . Note
that the roles of ˛ 1 ./ and ˇ 1 ./ have been reversed: in .O/ the output of
z
O.˛ 1 .// is fed into the –input of O.ˇ 1 .//, while in .O/
it is the other way
around. Here we have been helped by the convention that all pointed sets share a
common basepoint .
z
The remaining operations ı t for t 2 T n fg are performed in .O/
in the same way
as in .O/.
z
It is tedious, but straightforward to check that the composition in .O/
is associative
and unital.
Example 4.8 In the case when O D Com, O.A/ D  for all A. In this case the maps
O.ˇ
O.ˇ

1

.// ˝ O.˛

1
1

.// ˝ O.˛

1

.// ! O.˛

1

.// ! O.ˇ

.// ˝ O.ˇ

1
1

./ _ ˛
ı

1

.//;

.// ! O.ˇ

1

./ _ ˛

1

.//;

z
are clearly the same map  ! . Therefore .Com/ D .Com/
D  . But in general,
z
the categories .O/ and .O/ are not equivalent. In particular, they are different
when O is the unframed little-disks operad, which is the example that is important to
us (we will get to it in the next section).
z
We suspect that .O/ and .O/
are equivalent whenever O is a cyclic operad.
The following proposition is the main result of this section. It is analogous to Lemma 4.3.
Proposition 4.9 Let O be an operad in a closed symmetric monoidal category C .
Let D be a category enriched, tensored and cotensored over C . Then the category
of infinitesimal bimodules over O with values in D is equivalent to the category of
z
enriched contravariant functors from .O/
to D .
Proof Let M be an infinitesimal bimodule over O . We will associate with M an
 W .O/
z
z
enriched contravariant functor M
! D . It is defined on objects of .O/
by
the formula
 .S / WD M.S n fg/:
M
 on morphisms, we need to construct morphisms in D
To describe the action of M
 .T / ˝ Map z .S; T / ! M
 .S/
M
.O/
z
that are associative and unital with respect to composition in .O/.
Since we assumed
that D is enriched, tensored and cotensored over C , it follows that tensor product
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distributes over coproducts, and so our task is equivalent to constructing morphisms
O
 .T / ˝
 .S/;
M
O.˛ 1 .t// ! M
t 2T

where, as usual, ˛W S ! T is a pointed function. The map is defined as the composite
M.T n fg/ ˝

O

O.˛

1

.t//

t 2T

! O.˛

1

.// ˝ M.T n fg/ ˝

O

O.˛

1

.t// ! M.S n fg/:

t 2T nfg

Here the first map is just changing the order. For the second one, we use the map
[ W O.˛

1

.// ˝ M.T n fg/ ! O.˛

1

./ [ T n fg/;

which comes from the infinitesimal left module structure on M . We also use the right
N
module structure on M to multiply M.T n fg/ with T nfg O.˛ 1 .t// on the right.
 is a
It is routine to check that the axioms for infinitesimal bimodule imply that M
well-defined functor.
 W .O/
z
Conversely, suppose that M
! D is an enriched functor. We need to associate
 .AC /,
with it an infinitesimal bimodule M . Objectwise, M is defined by M.A/ D M
z
where AC D Aqfg. Note that adjoining a basepoint defines a functor F.O/ ! .O/.
This makes M a contravariant functor from F.O/ to D . By Lemma 4.3, this
endows M with the structure of a right module over O . It remains to define the
infinitesimal left module structure. We can phrase it as follows. Let S be a pointed set
and B unpointed. We need to define maps ı
O.S/ ˝ M.B/ ! M.S [ B/:
Let ˛W S q B ! BC be the pointed map that sends S to the basepoint and is the
 is a functor on .O/,
z
identity on B . Since M
we get a map
 .BC / ˝ O.S / ! M
 .S q B/:
M
But this is the same thing as a map
O.S/ ˝ M.B/ ! M.S [ B/:
And this map defines the infinitesimal left module structure on M . Once again, it is
straightforward to verify that M is an infinitesimal bimodule, and that we defined a
bijective correspondence between infinitesimal bimodules and contravariant functors
z
on .O/.
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The following corollary follows from Proposition 4.9 together with Example 4.8.
Corollary 4.10 The category of infinitesimal Com–bimodules with values in D is
equivalent to the category of contravariant functors from  (the category of pointed
finite sets) to D .
Example 4.11 Let X be a pointed topological space. Such an X gives rise to a
contravariant functor from  to Top,
S 7! Map .S; X /:
By the above corollary, this contravariant functor gives rise to an infinitesimal Com–
bimodule. Indeed, as a symmetric sequence it is given by the formula
A 7! X A
(here A lives in unpointed sets). The right module structure is given by the contravariant
functoriality in the variable A. The infinitesimal left module structure is given by
basepoint inclusion.

5 The little-disks operad
In this section we apply the theory of previous section to the little-disks operad. Inevitably, we have to begin with a few definitions.
Definition 5.1 Let Rm be a Euclidean space. A standard isomorphism of Rm is a self
homeomorphism of Rm that is the composition of a translation and a multiplication by
a positive scalar.
Let A be a connected subspace of Rm . A map f W A ! Rm is called a standard
embedding if f equals the inclusion followed by a standard isomorphism of Rm .
More generally, if X is another subset of Rm , then a standard embedding of A into X
is a standard embedding of A into Rm whose image lies in X .
Even more generally, we define the following category M of spaces and standard
embeddings between them. An object of M is a disjoint union of open subsets of Rm .
A morphism from A to X is an embedding f W A ,! X having the property that the
restriction of f to each connected component of A is a standard embedding into a
component of X . We call such maps standard embeddings of A into X . The space of
standard embedding of A into X will be denoted sEmb.A; X /. It is easy to see that a
composition of standard embeddings is again a standard embedding, and so we have a
topologically enriched category.
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Definition 5.2 Let D m be the unit open ball in Rm . The m–dimensional little-disks
operad, denoted by Bm , is defined as follows. As a symmetric sequence, we have
Bm .k/ WD sEmb.k  D m ; D m /. As an operad, Bm is the endomorphism operad of
the unit disc D m in the category M (Definition 5.1) which is viewed as a symmetric
monoidal category with disjoint union as symmetric product and empty set as unit.
The operad Bm is sometimes called the unframed little-disks operad. We also will have
some use for the framed little-disks operad. There are slight variations in the literature
regarding the definition of the framed little-disks operad. Here is our definition.
Definition 5.3 Let D m be the unit ball in Rm and let M be an open subset of Rm .
A framed embedding of D m into M is an embedding that is the composition of
an orthogonal transformation and a standard embedding. A framed embedding of a
disjoint union of some copies of D m into M is an embedding that restricts to a framed
embedding on each copy of D m . Let sEmbfr .A  D m ; M / denote the space of framed
embeddings of A  D m into M , where A is, as usual, a finite set.
Definition 5.4 The framed m–dimensional little-disks operad is the operad whose k th
space is sEmbfr .k  D m ; D m /. The operad structure maps are given by compositions,
as usual. The framed little-disks operad will be denoted by Bfrm . We also introduce the
th
m
m
operad Bsm
m , whose k space is the space of all smooth embeddings Emb.k D ; D /.
Remark 5.5 There are maps of operads Bm ! Bfrm ! Bsm
m . Both maps are levelwise
inclusions, and the second is a levelwise homotopy equivalence.
Our main goal in this section is to describe the right modules, and especially the
infinitesimal bimodules over Bm , using the theory of the previous section. Our first task
is to describe explicitly the categories F.Bm / (we also describe F.Bfrm / and F.Bsm
m/
z m / (but not .B
z fr / or .B
z sm /). We begin with the
along the way) and especially .B
m
m
category F.Bm / and the associated category of right modules over Bm . The following
lemma is an immediate consequence of the definitions.
Lemma 5.6 The category F.Bm / can be identified with the full subcategory of M
whose objects are disjoint unions of copies of D m . More explicitly, it is the topological
category whose objects are finite sets (or, equivalently, finite disjoint unions of copies
of D m ) and where the space of morphisms from A to B is sEmb.A  D m ; B  D m /.
Similarly, the category F.Bfrm / (resp. F.Bsm
m /) is the topological category whose objects are finite sets (or, equivalently, finite disjoint unions of copies of D m ) and
where the space of morphisms from A to B is sEmbfr .A  D m ; B  D m / (resp.
Emb.A  D m ; B  D m /).
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We will refer to F.Bm / as the category of disjoint unions of standard balls and standard
embeddings between them. The following lemma is a special case of Lemma 4.3.
It certainly is well known, but we include it here as a warm-up for the analogous
statements about infinitesimal bimodules.
Lemma 5.7 The category of right modules over Bm with values in Top is equivalent
to the category of contravariant topological functors from F.Bm / to Top. There are
analogous statements for right modules over Bfrm and Bsm
m .
Example 5.8 Let M be an open subspace of Rm . We associate with M a right
module sEmb. ; M / defined by sEmb. ; M /.A/ WD sEmb.A  D m ; M /. Obviously,
this defines a contravariant functor from F.Bm / to Top and thus a right module over
the little-disks operad. Similarly define right modules sEmbfr . ; M / and Emb. ; M /
over Bfrm and Bsm
m respectively.
Our next, and main, task is perform a similar analysis of infinitesimal bimodules
over Bm . Note that we do not consider infinitesimal bimodules over Bfrm in this paper.
z m /. It follows easily from the definition that .B
z m/
We need to describe the category .B
is a category whose objects are pointed finite sets and where the space of morphisms
from S to T (where S and T are pointed finite sets) is the space of standard embeddings of S  D m into T  D m that take the basepoint component into the basepoint
z m / is not the standard one. We would like
component. However, composition in .B
z
to present an alternative description of the category .B/,
in which composition is
given by ordinary composition of functions. We achieve this by replacing the basepoint
component   D m with an “antiball”.
x m be the closed unit ball in Rm . We refer to the complement Rm n D
x m as the
Let D
antiball. For a pointed set S , define
x m /:
S  D m D .S n fg/  D m q .Rm n D
Thus S  D m is the disjoint union of jSj

1 balls and one antiball.

The following proposition is the main result of this section.
z m / is equivalent to the following category. Its
Proposition 5.9 The category .B
objects are pointed finite sets. Given two pointed sets S; T , the space of morphisms
from S to T is
sEmb.S  D m ; T  D m /:
Composition in this category is just ordinary composition of standard embeddings.
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Proof We need to show that two categories are equivalent. By definition, they have the
same set of objects: finite pointed sets. We will construct homeomorphisms between
corresponding mapping spaces, and then check that the homeomorphisms preserve
composition.
z m / is
Let S; T be pointed sets. By definition, the space of maps from S to T in .B
a
Y
sEmb.˛ 1 .t/  D m ; D m /:
˛2.S;T / t 2T

To compare this space with sEmb.S  D m ; T  D m /, note that there are no standard
morphisms from the antiball to the unit ball. Therefore we may write this space as
a
Y
x m/ 
sEmb.˛ 1 ./  D m ; Rm n D
sEmb.˛ 1 .t/  D m ; D m /:
˛2.S;T /

t 2T nfg

So, we need to establish a homeomorphism, where U is a pointed set (U D ˛
the above formula):
(5-1)

1 ./

in

x m/
sEmb.U  D m ; D m / Š sEmb.U  D m ; Rm n D

Let ˛W D m ,! D m be a standard embedding. There exists a unique standard isomorphism ˛
xW Rm ! Rm , such that ˛ is the restriction of ˛
x to the unit ball D m . ˛
x has an
1
inverse. By a slight abuse of notation, we denote this inverse simply by ˛ . We will
also denote by ˛ 1 the restriction of ˛ 1 to any subset of Rm . Note that ˛ 1 takes
the antiball into the antiball.
Now let ˛W U  D m ,! D m be a standard embedding of a union of balls. Here U is a
pointed finite set. Let’s say that U D f; u1 ; : : : ; un g. Let ˛ ; ˛1 ; : : : ; ˛n be the restrictions of ˛ to D m , u1 D m , etc. Then it is easy to see that .˛ 1 ; ˛ 1 ˛1 ; : : : ; ˛ 1 ˛n /
x m . The assignment
defines a standard embedding of U  D m ,! Rm n D
.˛ ; ˛1 ; : : : ; ˛n / 7! .˛ 1 ; ˛ 1 ˛1 ; : : : ; ˛ 1 ˛n /
defines the homeomorphism (5-1).
z m / to ordinary
It remains to show that the homeomorphism takes composition in .B
composition of embeddings. To do this, we will first describe explicitly the composition
z m /.
law in .B
Let ˛W S D m ! T D m and ˇW T D m ! U D m be standard embeddings (taking
the basepoint component into the basement component), considered as morphisms
z m /. Let ˇ z
z m /,
in .B
ı ˛W S  D m ! U  D m be the composition of ˇ and ˛ in .B
m
while ˇ˛ denotes the standard composition. In what follows, let D D fg  D m be
the basepoint component of S  D m ; T  D m , and U  D m (keep in mind that  is
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the common basepoint of all pointed sets). To describe ˇ z
ı ˛ in terms of standard
compositions of embeddings, we will write S  D m as a disjoint union of several
subsets: Let S D Dm , S1 D ˛ 1 .Dm / n Dm , S2 D .ˇ˛/ 1 .Dm / n ˛ 1 .Dm / and
S3 D .ˇ˛/ 1 .U D m nDm /. Clearly, S D m is the disjoint union of S , S1 , S2 and
S3 . Let ˛ ; ˛1 ; ˛2 , and ˛3 be the restrictions of ˛ to S ; S1 ; S2 and S3 respectively.
We write ˛ D .˛ ; ˛1 ; ˛2 ; ˛3 /.
Similarly, we partition T  D m as follows. Let T D Dm , T1 D ˇ 1 .Dm / n Dm and
T2 D ˇ 1 .U  D m n Dm /. Clearly, T  D m D T q T1 q T2 . Let ˇ ; ˇ1 ; ˇ2 be the
z m/
restrictions of ˇ to T ; T1 and T2 respectively. Unraveling the definition of .B
(Definition 4.7), one finds that
ˇz
ı ˛ D .˛ ˇ ; ˛1 ; ˛ ˇ1 ˛2 ; ˇ2 ˛3 /;
where the four components denote the restriction of ˇ z
ı ˛ to Dm ; S1 ; S2 and S3
respectively.
Now let us examine the images of ˛; ˇ and ˇ z
ı ˛ in sEmb.S  D m ; T  D m /,
m
m
m
sEmb.T  D ; U  D / and sEmb.S  D ; U  D m / respectively. By definition,
˛ D .˛ ; ˛1 ; ˛2 ; ˛3 / goes to .˛ 1 ; ˛ 1 ˛1 ; ˛2 ; ˛3 /. Similarly ˇ D .ˇ ; ˇ1 ; ˇ2 / goes
to .ˇ 1 ; ˇ 1 ˇ1 ; ˇ2 /. Finally, ˇ z
ı ˛ goes to
.ˇ 1 ˛ 1 ; ˇ 1 ˛ 1 ˛1 ; ˇ 1 ˇ1 ˛2 ; ˇ2 ˛3 /:
Clearly, the image of ˇ z
ı ˛ is the composition of the image of ˇ and the image of ˛ ,
which completes the proof.
Example 5.10 We conclude the section with some examples of contravariant functors
z m /, or equivalently of infinitesimal bimodules over Bm .
on .B
As with every operad, Bm is an infinitesimal bimodule over itself. By Proposition 4.9,
z m / to Top. It is defined on
there is a corresponding contravariant functor from .B
objects by the formula
T 7! sEmb..T n fg/  D m ; D m /:
z m /, let us identify
To understand the functoriality with respect to morphisms in .B
m
m
sEmb..T n fg/  D ; D / with the subspace of sEmb.T  D m ; Rm / consisting of
those standard embeddings that restrict to the inclusion on the antiball. Let f be such
an embedding, and let
˛W S  D m ! T  D m
z m /. Then f ı ˛ is a standard embedding of S  D m into Rm .
be a morphism in .B
x m . We denote the
The embedding f ı ˛ may not restrict to the inclusion on Rm n D
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x m ! Rm n D
x m . As in the proof of
restriction of ˛ to the antiball by ˛ W Rm n D
1
Proposition 5.9, let ˛ be the inverse of the isomorphism of Rm determined by ˛ . It
is easy to see that ˛ 1 f ˛ is an embedding of S  D m into Rm that restricts to the
identity on the antiball. The functoriality of sEmb..T n fg/  D m ; D m / is defined by
the formula f 7! ˛ 1 f ˛ . It is easy to check that this is the correct definition.
z m / to Top
A perhaps even more natural example of a contravariant functor from .B
(and thus of an infinitesimal bimodule over Bm ) is the functor
S 7! sEmb.S  D m ; Rm /:
z m / ! Top. In fact, it is weakly equivalent
This is obviously a contravariant functor .B
to the previous functor.
Lemma 5.11 There is a natural transformation of functors
(5-2)

sEmb.S  D m ; Rm / ! sEmb.S n fg  D m ; D m /

which is a homotopy equivalence for each S .
Proof As before, let us identify sEmb..S n fg/  D m ; D m / with the subspace of
sEmb.S  D m ; Rm /
x m . For an
consisting of those embeddings that restrict to the inclusion on Rm n D
m
m
f 2 sEmb.S  D ; R /, let us write f D .f ; f1 /, where f is the restriction of f
to the antiball, and f1 is the restriction of f to .S n fg/  D m . We define the
map (5-2) by the formula f 7! f 1 f1 . It is easy to check that it is natural with
z m /, and that it is a homotopy equivalence. In fact, it is a
respect to morphisms in .B
fiber bundle with contractible fibers (the fiber is the space of standard isomorphisms
of Rm ).
Remark 5.12 The lemma can be interpreted as follows. The functor
S 7! sEmb.S  D m ; Rm /
is equivalent to Bm as an infinitesimal bimodule over Bm . If Rm  Rn then it follows
that sEmb.S  D n ; Rn / is equivalent to Bn as an infinitesimal bimodule over Bn , and
therefore also over Bm .
These infinitesimal bimodules are important to us, because they give a model for the
functor U 7! Embc .U; Rn /. We will clarify this point in the next section.
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6 Taylor tower as the space of module maps
We will now recall the basic setup of Weiss’s embedding calculus (also known as
manifold calculus). For more details, see Weiss and de Brito and Weiss [25; 6]. For a
topological space X , let O.X / be the poset/category of open subsets of X . Let M be
an m–dimensional manifold. Manifold calculus is concerned with presheaves on M .
In other words, with contravariant functors from O.M / to Top (or more generally, to
a Quillen model category). Following Weiss, we say that a functor
F W O.M /op ! D
is good if F takes isotopy equivalences to weak homotopy equivalences and for any
sequence U0  U1     of open subsets of M , whose union is U , the following
natural map is an equivalence:
F.U / ! holimF.Ui /
i

We need to consider a “compactly supported” version of manifold calculus for subsets
of Rm , for the study of functors that are invariant with respect to isotopies with bounded
support. This is similar to calculus for manifolds with boundary (see [25, Section 10]
and [6, Section 9]).
z m / be the poset/category of open subsets of Rm whose comDefinition 6.1 Let O.R
plement is bounded.
z m / is an isotopy equivalence if there is a
We say that a morphism U ,! V in O.R
smooth embedding V ,! U , that coincides with the identity outside a bounded subset
of V , such that both compositions are isotopic to the identity via an isotopy that is
constant outside a bounded subset of U or V , as appropriate. As before, we say
z m /op ! D is good if it converts isotopy equivalences to weak
that a functor F W O.R
homotopy equivalences and filtered unions to homotopy limits.
z m / to a model
Let F be a good contravariant functor from either O.M / or O.R
category D . We say that F is polynomial of degree k , if it takes strongly cocartesian
.k C 1/–dimensional cubical diagrams to homotopy cartesian cubical diagrams (this is
equivalent to [25, Definition 2.2]).
Weiss proves that good functors can be approximated by polynomial functors. Let F be
z m / to D . For each k  0, there
a good contravariant functor either from O.M / or O.R
is a polynomial functor of degree k , which we denote TkF , and a natural transformation
F ! TkF that is initial (in the homotopy category of functors) among maps from F
to a polynomial functor of degree k . Moreover, the natural transformation F ! TkF
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induces an equivalence when evaluated on certain open subsets of M or Rm , and this
property characterizes TkF .
Definition 6.2 Let M be a smooth m–dimensional manifold. For each k  0,
define Ok .M /  O.M / to be the subposet consisting of images of smooth embeddings A  D m ,! M , where A is a set with at most k elements. Also define
zk .Rm /  O.R
z m / to be the subposet consisting of images of compactly supported
O
smooth embeddings S  D m ,! Rm . Here S is a pointed set with at most k nonbasepoint elements. Recall that S  D m is the disjoint union of jSj 1 balls and
one antiball. “Compactly supported” means that the embedding S  D m ,! Rm is
required to agree with the identity on the antiball outside a bounded set.
Weiss proves the following theorem. The case of O.M / follows from [25, Theorems 5.1
z m / is equivalent to the case of manifolds with boundary,
and 6.1]. The case of O.R
discussed in [25, Section 10] and [6, Section 9].
z m /).
Theorem 6.3 Let F be a good contravariant functor from O.M / (resp. O.R
Then the map F.U / ! TkF.U / is a weak equivalence for U 2 Ok .M / (resp.
zk .Rm /). Moreover, TkF is uniquely characterized (up to natural equivalence)
U 2O
as the degree k polynomial functor with this property.
In fact, TkF.M / (resp. TkF.Rm /) is defined as the homotopy limit of F.U /, as U
zk .Rm /). In other words, TkF is obtained by restricting F
ranges over Ok .M / (resp. O
from O.M / to Ok .M / and then taking derived right Kan extension back to O.M /.
We will show that with some additional assumptions on F and M one can obtain an
“operadic” formula for TkF.M /. More specifically, we will show that if M is an open
subset of Rm , and F is “context free,” one can express TkF in terms of modules over
the little-disks operad.
Remark 6.4 Such a reduction can be achieved more generally, whenever M is
parallelizable. To achieve this, it might be convenient to replace the little-disks operad
with the Fulton–McPherson operad, as was done by the second author in [24].
Fix a dimension m. Recall that M is the topologically enriched category whose objects
are disjoint union of open subsets of Rm and whose morphisms are spaces of standard
embeddings. We will need a “compactly supported” version of this category.
 be the following topologically enriched category. An object
Definition 6.5 Let M
 is a pair .U; U0 /, where U is a disjoint union of open subsets of Rm , and U0 is
of M
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a connected component of U that is the complement of a compact subset of Rm . We
refer to U0 as the marked component of U . Let .U; U0 / and .V; V0 / be two objects
 Morphisms from .U; U0 / to .V; V0 / in M
 are standard embeddings from U
of M.
to V that take U0 into V0 . We denote the space of morphisms from .U; U0 / to .V; V0 /
by sEmb0 .U; V /.
 is analogous to category Man@ of manifolds with prescribed boundary
The category M
considered in [6, Section 9].
Suppose M is an open subset of Rm . Then there are obvious “inclusion” functors
z m / ! M.

O.M / ! M and O.R
z m /)
Definition 6.6 Let F be a good contravariant functor from O.M / (resp. from O.R
to a topologically enriched model category D . We say that F is context-free if it factors

(up to natural equivalence) through the category M (resp. M).
To be more explicit, for example in the case when the domain of F is O.M /, we require
that there is a continuous functor F 0 W Mop ! D such that F is weakly equivalent to
the composed functor
F0

O.M /op ! Mop ! D:
If F is isomorphic to the composed functor, then we say that F is strictly context-free.
Remark 6.7 Our definition of “context-free” differs slightly from the definition given
by de Brito and Weiss [6] or Turchin [24]. Roughly speaking the difference is that
those works require a context-free functor to be defined on the category of all smooth
manifolds and codimension-zero embeddings, while we are working with what amounts
to a category of manifolds with a chosen trivialization of the tangent bundle, and smooth
embeddings that respect the trivialization.
Example 6.8 Suppose that M is an open subset of Rm , and Rm is a linear subspace
of Rn . Then one may define a functor
Emb. ; Rn /W O.M /op ! Top :
Recall that Emb.U; Rn / is the homotopy fiber of the map Emb.U; Rn / ! Imm.U; Rn /.
The definition requires the presence of a basepoint in Imm.U; Rn / (or in Emb.U; Rn /,
if one wants the functor to take values in pointed spaces). The basepoint is provided
by the inclusion of M into Rn , via Rm . This means that the functor is not strictly
context-free, because the basepoint of Imm.U; Rn / depends on the inclusion of U
into M . However, one can show that it is context-free using Smale–Hirsch theory. Let
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Inj.Rm ; Rn / be the space of injective linear maps from Rm to Rn . There is a natural
map, given by differentiation:
Imm.U; Rn / ! Map.U; Inj.Rm ; Rn //
By Smale–Hirsch theory, this map is an equivalence if m C 1  n. Furthermore, let
f m ; Rn / be the quotient of Inj.Rm ; Rn / by the group of positive reals acting by
Inj.R
multiplication. We have a homotopy equivalence
'

f m ; Rn //:
Imm.U; Rn / ! Map.U; Inj.R
f m ; Rn // has a canonical basepoint: it is the constant map
The space Map.U; Inj.R
that sends U to the equivalence class of the fixed linear inclusion of Rm into Rn .
Moreover, for a standard embedding U ,! V , the induced map
f m ; Rn // ! Map.U; Inj.R
f m ; Rn //
Map.V; Inj.R
preserves the basepoint. Therefore the functor
f m ; Rn //
U 7! Map.U; Inj.R
is a context-free functor with values in pointed spaces. Using it as our model for the
immersions functor, we obtain that the functor Emb. ; Rn / is context-free, as a functor
to spaces (but not as a functor to pointed spaces).
For another example, consider the functor
z m / ! Top :
Embst . ; Rn /W O.R
Here we define Embst .U; Rn / as the homotopy fiber of Embst .U; Rn / ! Immst .U; Rn /,
where Embst .U; Rn / is the space of smooth embeddings of U into Rn that agree,
outside a bounded set, with a standard embedding into Rm , followed by the inclusion
Rm ,! Rn . The space of immersions Immst .U; Rn / is defined analogously. Again, this
functor is context free, although not in the strict sense. This is because Immst .U; Rn /
is naturally equivalent to the space of pointed maps
f m ; Rn //:
Map .U; Inj.R
Here by “pointed” we mean maps that send everything outside a bounded subset of U
f m ; Rn /. The space of pointed maps has a canonical basepoint.
to the basepoint in Inj.R
f m ; Rn // can be extended to a functor
It is easy to see that the functor Map . ; Inj.R
 to pointed spaces, and therefore is context-free. The functor Embst . ; Rn / is
from M
f m ; Rn //,
equivalent to the homotopy fiber of the map Embst . ; Rn / ! Map . ; Inj.R
and thus it also is context-free.
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Recall that F.Bm / is the full subcategory of M whose objects are finite disjoint unions
of copies of the unit ball in Rm . For k  0, let Fk .Bm /  F.Bm / be the subcategory
z m / is the full subcategory of M
 whose
of unions of at most k balls. Similarly .B
objects are a finite union of standard balls and one antiball. The antiball will be the
zk .Bm / be the full subcategory consisting of unions of at
marked component. Let 
most k balls and the antiball.
Suppose F W O.M / ! Top is a context-free contravariant functor. Then F gives rise to
a contravariant functor from F.Bm / to Top, which we denote with the same letter F .
By Lemma 5.7, F can be thought of as a right module over the operad Bm . Similarly,
z m / to Top can be identified with an
a context-free contravariant functor from O.R
infinitesimal bimodule over Bm by Propositions 4.9 and 5.9.
Given an operad O and right modules P and Q over O , let
hRmod.P; Q/
O

denote the derived space of morphisms from P to Q. It is the space of morphisms
from a cofibrant replacement of P to a fibrant replacement of Q (we refer here to the
projective model structure on the category of modules, in which weak equivalences
and fibrations are defined degreewise). Let
hRmodk .P; Q/
O

denote the derived morphism space of modules truncated at k . It can be thought of as
the space of derived natural transformations of functors on the category Fk .O/; the
full subcategory of F.O/ consisting of sets of cardinality at most k . Similarly, if P
and Q are infinitesimal bimodules over O , we let
hInfBim.P; Q/
O

denote the derived space of infinitesimal bimodule maps from P to Q, and let
hInfBimk .P; Q/
O

denote the derived mapping space of k –truncated infinitesimal bimodules. Again, note
that it can be thought of as a space of derived natural transformations between functors
zk .Bm /.
on 
The following theorem is similar to one of de Brito and Weiss [6]. Its proof is similar
too. The difference is that they work with all manifolds, therefore their result involves
the framed little-disks operad. We restrict ourselves to the category of manifolds with
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a chosen trivialization, so our statement is phrased in terms of the unframed little-disks
operad.
Proposition 6.9 Let M be an open subset of Rm . Suppose F is a good contravariant
functor from O.M / to a model category D that is enriched, tensored and cotensored
over topological spaces. Moreover, suppose that F is context-free, so we may think
of F as a right module over Bm . Then there is a natural equivalence for all k  1
TkF.U / ' hRmodk .sEmb. ; U /; F. //:
Bm

z m / to D ,
Similarly, if F is a good, contravariant and context-free functor from O.R
then there is an equivalence for k  1
TkF.U / ' hInfBimk .sEmb. ; U /; F. //:
Bm

Proof First we consider the case when F is a good functor on O.M /. Let V be a
fixed object of Fk .Bm /, and suppose V is the disjoint union of i balls. Consider
the covariant functor from M to Top given by the formula U 7! sEmb.V; U /. Notice
that it is naturally equivalent to the functor that associates to U the configuration space
of ordered i –tuples of points in U . It follows that it is an isotopy functor in the sense
that if U ! U1 is a standard embedding that happens to be an isotopy equivalence,
then the induced map Emb.V; U / ! Emb.V; U1 / is a homotopy equivalence. It also
takes filtered unions to filtered homotopy colimits. Furthermore, it is easy to show that
this functor of U takes .i C 1/–dimensional strongly cocartesian cubical diagrams to
homotopy cocartesian cubical diagrams. It follows that for any space Y , the functor
U 7! Map.Emb.V; U /; Y / is a good functor that is polynomial of degree k . Recall
that the derived space of module maps is a derived space of natural transformations.
By a well-known construction, our space of derived natural transformation can be
presented as a homotopy inverse limit of mapping spaces, which in our case have
the form Map.Emb.V; U /; Y /. Therefore our construction of TkF.U / is a homotopy
limit of good functors of degree k . It follows that (our construction of) TkF is itself
a good functor that is polynomial of degree k . Furthermore, there is a tautological
transformation from F to our construction of TkF . Note that if U happens to be a
union of at most k balls, or in other words an object of Fk .Bm /, then Emb. ; U /
is a representable contravariant functor from Fk .Bm / to Top. By enriched Yoneda
lemma, the transformation F.U / ! TkF.U / induces an equivalence when U is the
union of at most k balls. It now follows from Theorem 6.3 that our construction of TkF
is indeed the k th Taylor approximation of F .
z m / is done similarly. The point to note is
The case when F is a functor on O.R
 k . In other words, V is the disjoint union
this. Suppose that V is an object of M
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z m /. Then sEmb.V; U / is still
of i balls and an antiball. Let U be an object of O.R
naturally equivalent to the configuration space of i –tuples of points in U . The rest of
the argument proceeds in the same way as before.
We are now ready to state the main result of this section, which is a description of
the Taylor tower of the functors Emb.M; Rn / and Embc .Rm ; Rn / in terms of module
maps over Bm .
As before, fix a linear inclusion Rm ,! Rn , and assume that m < n. This induces
a map of operads Bm ! Bn , and in particular endows Bn with the structure of an
infinitesimal bimodule over Bm and also of a right module over Bm .
Let M be an open subset of Rm . Recall that sEmb. ; M / is a right module over Bm .
Theorem 6.10 Let M be an open subset of Rm and suppose Rm is a linear subspace
of Rn , with m < n. For all k  1, there are equivalences
Tk Emb.M; Rn / ' hRmodk .sEmb. ; M /; Bn /;
Bm

m

n

Tk Embc .R ; R / ' hInfBimk .Bm ; Bn /:
Bm

Proof Let us first consider the case of Emb.M; Rn /. This case is a nearly immediate
consequence of Proposition 6.9. We saw in Example 6.8 that the functor Emb. ; Rn /
is context-free. It is not hard to see that Emb. ; Rn / is equivalent to sEmb. ; Rn / as a
right module over Bm . In fact, this claim is proved as [5, Proposition 7.1]. On the other
hand, sEmb. ; Rn / is equivalent to Bn as a right module over Bm (Remark 5.12).
Now let us consider the case of Embc .Rm ; Rn /. This case is proved similarly, starting
with Proposition 6.9. The functor U 7! Embc .U; Rn / is not strictly context-free; it
z m / to M.
 On the other hand, there is a natural inclusion of
does not extend from O.R
m
z
functors on O.R /
Embc . ; Rn / ! Embst . ; Rn /;

where Embst . ; Rn / is the functor introduced in Example 6.8. It is easy to show that
this inclusion is a weak equivalence. In fact, for each U the space Embst .U; Rn /
deformation retracts onto Embc .U; Rn /. As explained in Example 6.8, the functor
Embst . ; Rn / is context-free. It is easy to check that there is an equivalence of functors
z m /,
on .B
Embst . ; Rn / ' sEmb. ; Rn /:
Or in other words, Embst . ; Rn / and sEmb. ; Rn / are equivalent as infinitesimal
bimodules over Bm . On the other hand, sEmb. ; Rn / is equivalent to Bn as an
infinitesimal bimodule over Bm by Remark 5.12. The theorem follows.
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Remark 6.11 Another proof of the second part of the theorem is given by the second
author in [24], using a different approach. In that paper, the Fulton–McPherson operad
is used in place of the little-disks operad.
Remark 6.12 The operad B1 is weakly equivalent to the associative operad. It is not
difficult to show that infinitesimal bimodules over the associative operad (considered
as a non-† operad) are the same thing as cosimplicial spaces. This explains why there
is a cosimplicial model for the Taylor tower of the space of long knots (Sinha [22]).
In subsequent parts of the paper we will need the following homological version of
Theorem 6.10.
Proposition 6.13 Let M be an open subset of Rm and suppose Rm is a linear
subspace of Rn , with m < n. For all k  1, there are equivalences
Tk C.Emb.M; Rn // ' hRmodk .C.sEmb. ; M //; C.Bn //;
C.Bm /

m

n

Tk C.Embc .R ; R // ' hInfBimk .C.Bm /; C.Bn //:
C.Bm /

Proposition 6.13 is proved in the same way as Theorem 6.10. Notice that the right-hand
sides of the formulas can be written as
Tk C.Emb.M; Rn // ' hRmodk .sEmb. ; M /; C.Bn //;
Bm

m

n

Tk C.Embc .R ; R // ' hInfBimk .Bm ; C.Bn //:
Bm

7 Applying the formality theorem
As usual, let M be an open subspace of Rm and let us suppose that Rm is a subspace
of another Euclidean space Rn such that n  2m C 1. We saw in Proposition 6.13
that the Taylor towers of C.Emb.M; Rn // and C.Embc .Rm ; Rn // can be expressed in
terms of maps of modules over the operad C.Bm /. In this section we use Kontsevich’s
formality theorem, very much in the spirit of [5], to deduce that if one works over the
reals then C.Bn / can be replaced with H.Bn / in the formulas of Proposition 6.13 (and
ultimately, the same conclusion holds over the rationals).
Recall that Com is the commutative operad in any given symmetric monoidal category.
Thus Com.i / is isomorphic to the unit object in every arity i . When we need to
emphasize the background category, we write ComTop or ComCh . There is a trivial
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map of operads Bm ! ComTop , which induces a map of operads C.Bm / ! ComCh . For
n  2, since all the spaces in the operad Bn are connected, there is an isomorphism of
operads ComCh Š H0 .Bn /. Finally note that there is a map of operads H0 .Bn / ! H.Bn /.
Together these maps endow H.Bn / with the structure of an infinitesimal bimodule (and
in particular a right module) over ComCh , and over C.Bm /. This structure is referred
to in the statement of the following proposition.
Proposition 7.1 Suppose that 2m C 1  n. There are equivalences
Tk .CQ .Emb.M; Rn /// ' hRmodk .C.sEmb. ; M //; H.Bn I Q//;
C.Bm /

m

n

Tk .C .Embc .R ; R /// ' hInfBimk .C.Bm /; H.Bn I Q//:
Q

C.Bm /

Proof The first assertion of the proposition is essentially the same as [5, Theorem 9.2].
We will prove the second assertion. The proof of the first assertion is similar, but easier.
The idea of our proof here is the same as in [5]. The main point is that since the category
of infinitesimal bimodules over an operad is equivalent to a category of diagrams
(Proposition 4.9), just like the category of right modules, all the formal manipulations
that were done in [5] with right modules can also be done with infinitesimal bimodules.
The main ingredient of the proof is Kontsevich’s formality theorem [15], or more
precisely the “relative” version of the theorem, introduced by Lambrechts and Volic [17].
This theorem is only known to hold over R rather than over Q, so we will first prove
the proposition over R, and then conclude it over Q.
Relative formality says that under the assumption 2m C 1  n, the map of operads
CR .Bm / ! CR .Bn /
is equivalent, via a chain of quasi-isomorphisms between maps of operads, to the maps
of operads
H.Bm I R/ ! H.Bn I R/:
This means that there is a diagram of operads, where Dm ; Dn are some intermediate
operads, and the horizontal homomorphisms are quasi-isomorphisms:
CR .Bm / o


CR .Bn / o

'

'

Dm


Dn

'

/ H.Bm I R/

'


/ H.Bn I R/

Recall that m < n. It follows that for each i , the map Bm .i / ! Bn .i / is nullhomotopic,
and in particular induces the zero homomorphism on homology above degree zero.
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In other words, the map H.Bm I R/ ! H.Bn ; R/ on the right side of the diagram
factors through H0 .Bn ; R/. It follows that H.Bn / is equivalent, as a module over
L
H.Bm /, to the direct sum 1
iD0 Hi .Bn /. Next, we can consider H.Bn / as a module
over Dm via the pullback functor. Then, using the identification of the category of
modules with a category of diagrams, we can use the derived left Kan extension
(which is the derived left adjoint to the pullback functor) along the map of operads
Dm ! CR .Bm / to get a module over CR .Bm /. Let us denote this module LH.Bn I R/.
It follows from the formality theorem that LH.Bn I R/ is weakly equivalent to CR .Bn /
as a module over CR .Bm /. On the other hand, since H.Bn I R/ splits, in the category
of modules over H.Bm I R/, as a direct sum of modules each concentrated in a single
homological degree, it follows that LH.Bn I R/ also is equivalent, as a C.Bm /–module,
to a direct sum of modules, with each summand concentrated in a single homological
degree. It follows, using Corollary 2.4 and the identification of the category of modules
over C.Bm / with a category of diagrams enriched over Ch, that LH.Bn I R/ is equivalent
to H.LH.Bn I R// as a module over CR .Bm /. It now follows that CR .Bn / itself is fact
equivalent to H.Bn I R/ as a module over C.Bm /.
Substituting the equivalence of Bm –modules CR .Bn / ' H.Bn I R/ into the formulas of
Proposition 6.13 gives the desired result over R. That is, we proved that
Tk .CR .Embc .Rm ; Rn /// ' hInfBimk .C.Bm /; H.Bn I R//:
C.Bm /

To finish the proof we observe that there are equivalences
Tk .CR .Embc .Rm ; Rn /// ' Tk .CQ .Embc .Rm ; Rn /// ˝ R;
hInfBimk .C.Bm /; H.Bn I R// ' hInfBimk .C.Bm /; H.Bn I Q// ˝ R:
C.Bm /

C.Bm /

These equivalences follow from an easy compactness argument similar to one done
in [5]. It follows that
Tk .CQ .Embc .Rm ; Rn /// and

hInfBimk .C.Bm /; H.Bn I Q//
C.Bm /

are rational chain complexes that become equivalent after tensoring with R. Therefore
they are abstractly equivalent as rational complexes.

8 From the little-disks operad to the commutative operad
Our goal in this section is to show that the formulas in Proposition 7.1 can be rewritten in terms of modules over the commutative operad instead of modules over the
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operad C.Bm /. Let us review again the formulas of the proposition. Taking k D 1,
they can be written as
T1 CQ .Emb.M; Rn // ' hRmod.C.sEmb. ; M //; H.Bn I Q//;
C.Bm /

T1 CQ .Embc .Rm ; Rn // ' hInfBim.C.Bm /; H.Bn I Q//:
C.Bm /

Recall that there is a map of operads C.Bm / ! Com, and the action of C.Bm / on
H.Bn I Q/ pulls backs from an action of Com. In other words, H.Bn I Q/ is in the
image of the restriction functor from Com–modules to C.Bm /–modules. Here by
“modules” we mean either right modules or infinitesimal bimodules. In both cases, the
restriction functor has a (derived) left adjoint. Since the categories of right modules
and infinitesimal bimodules are equivalent to certain diagram categories, the derived
left adjoint can be described as a derived left Kan extension. Let ind denote the functor
from right modules over C.Bm / to right modules over Com that is derived left adjoint
to the forgetful functor. Similarly, let ind denote the analogous induction functor for
infinitesimal bimodules. More generally, let indk be the analogous functors from k –
truncated right modules over C.Bm / to k –truncated right modules over Com. Finally,
let ind k be the analogous functor between categories of k –truncated infinitesimal
bimodules. We have the following tautological consequence of Proposition 7.1.

e

e

Corollary 8.1 Suppose that 2m C 1  n, M is an open subspace of Rm , and Rm is
a subspace of Rn . Then there are equivalences
Tk CQ .Emb.M; Rn // ' hRmodk .indk C.sEmb. ; M //; H.Bn I Q//;
Com

Q

m

n

f k C.Bm /; H.Bn I Q//:
Tk C .Embc .R ; R // ' hInfBimk .ind
Com

Our next task is to describe explicitly the right Com–module ind C.sEmb. ; M //,
and the infinitesimal Com–bimodule indC.Bm /. Since the singular chains functor C
commutes with homotopy colimits, it commutes with derived left Kan extensions.
Therefore, it is enough to compute ind.sEmb. ; M // and ind.Bm /. Recall that a right
Com–module in Top is the same thing as a contravariant functor on the category F
of unpointed finite sets, and a infinitesimal Com–bimodule is the same thing as a
contravariant functor on the category  of pointed finite sets (Corollaries 4.4 and 4.10
respectively). Let M be the right Com–module corresponding to the functor from F
to Top A 7! M A . Let .S m / be the infinitesimal Com–bimodule corresponding
to the functor from  to Top , T 7! Map .T; S m /. Here S m is the one-point
compactification of Rm , considered as a pointed space with 1 being the basepoint. In
the following proposition we use the same notation for a module and its k –truncation.

e
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Proposition 8.2 For each k  1 there is an equivalence of right Com–modules
indk .sEmb. ; M // ' M ;
and an equivalence of infinitesimal Com–bimodules

e
ind

k .Bm /

' .S m / :

Proof Let us prove the first assertion first. Recall that Fk .Bm / is the category whose
objects are disjoint unions of at most k copies of the standard m–ball, and whose
morphism spaces are spaces of standard embeddings. Fk .Com/ is the category of
finite sets with at most k elements. There is a functor 0 W Fk .Bm / ! Fk .Com/,
which takes a disjoint union of balls to the set of path components, and a standard
embedding to the map that it induces on path components.
The functor indk is homotopy left Kan extension along 0 . Our goal is to show that
the homotopy left Kan extension along 0 of the contravariant functor
sEmb. ; M /W Fk .Bm / ! Top
is equivalent to the functor
M W Fk .Com/ ! Top :
Let us consider first the case when M is itself an object of Fk .Bm /. That is, when M
is the disjoint union of at most k standard balls in Rm . Let us relabel M D U in this
case. The functor sEmb. ; U / is the free functor generated by U . It follows, by enriched Yoneda lemma, that the strict left Kan extension of sEmb. ; U / along 0 is the
free contravariant functor generated by 0 .U /. Moreover, for free functors, homotopy
left Kan extension is naturally equivalent to the strict Kan extension. Therefore
ind.sEmb. ; U // ' 0 .U / :
Moreover, the path components of U are contractible, so the natural map U ! 0 .U /
is a homotopy equivalence. It follows that there is a natural equivalence, 0 .U / ' U .
We have obtained an equivalence, natural both in and in U :
ind.sEmb. ; U // ' U
Now let M be a general open subspace of Rm . We claim that if
has at most k
components then sEmb. ; M / is equivalent to the homotopy colimit of sEmb. ; U /,
where U ranges over the poset of subsets of M that are the union of at most k standard
balls. To prove the claim, suppose that is the union of i balls. Then sEmb. ; U / is
naturally equivalent to the space C.i; U / of ordered i –tuples of distinct points in U .
So it is enough to prove that the space C.i; M / is equivalent to the homotopy colimit
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of spaces C.i; U /. Notice that the spaces C.i; U / form an open cover of C.i; M /,
and that every finite intersection of elements of this open cover is a union of elements
of this open cover (in other words, the spaces C.i; U / form a basis for the topology
on C.i; M /). The assertion now follows from Dugger and Isaksen [11, Corollary 1.4].
A similar argument shows that M is equivalent to the homotopy colimit of U ,
where U ranges over the same category. The result for a general M follows, because
ind commutes with homotopy colimits.
Now let us consider the second assertion. The idea of the proof is similar. Recall that Bm
is equivalent, as an infinitesimal bimodule over Bm , to the functor sEmb. ; Rm /
zk .Bm /
(Lemma 5.11 and Remark 5.12). Let us recall the picture of the category 
that we are working with. An object of this category is a disjoint union of at most k
standard balls in Rm , together with one “antiball,” that is a copy of the complement
zk .Bm / has the form S  D m , where S is
of the unit ball in Rm . So an object of 
a pointed finite set with at most k elements besides the basepoint. Morphisms are
standard embeddings between such objects. There is a functor
zk .Bm / ! k

that takes S  D m to S . For m > 1 this functor can be identified with 0 , the path
components functor. For m D 1 this is not quite right, because the antiball has two
connected components. By slight abuse of notation, we will denote this functor by 0 in
all cases. We want to show that the homotopy left Kan extension of sEmb. ; Rm / along
zk .Bm / ! k is equivalent to the functor Map . ; S m /. Again, let
the functor 0 W 
us consider first the homotopy left Kan extension of the functor sEmb. ; U /, where U
zk .Bm /. As before, this is a free functor, and so its derived left Kan
is an object of 
extension is the functor Map . ; 0 .U //. Here we can not say, as we did in the first
part of the proof, that Map . ; 0 .U // ' Map . ; U /, because all the components
of U are not contractible. More specifically, the antiball is not contractible. Let us
z m /, let Ux
view S m as the one-point compactification of Rm . For an object U of .B
be the space obtained from U by adding the point at 1 to the antiball, and consider
the added point of Ux as the basepoint. All the components of Ux are contractible, and
therefore Map . ; 0 .U // ' Map . ; Ux /. We obtain an equivalence

e
ind

k .sEmb.

; U // ' Map . ; Ux /:

It is easy to check that the equivalence is natural in U . Now we can argue, exactly as
in the first part of the proof, that there is a natural equivalence
hocolim sEmb. ; U 0 / ! sEmb. ; Rm /;
U0
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where U 0 ranges over subspaces of Rm that are the union of at most k balls and one
centrally embedded antiball. The proof is similar to one given at the end of proof of
Proposition 8.2. There is a similar equivalence
x m / D Map . ; S m /;
hocolim Map . ; Ux 0 / ! Map . ; R
U0

where is a pointed finite set with at most k nonbasepoint elements. Therefore we
have equivalences
f k .sEmb. ; Rm // ' hocolim ind
f k .sEmb. ; U 0 //
ind
U0

' hocolim Map . ; Ux 0 / ' Map . ; S m /:
U0

This is what we wanted to prove.
We have the following consequence of Corollary 8.1 and Proposition 8.2.
Proposition 8.3 Under the same assumptions as in Corollary 8.1 there are weak
equivalences of rational chain complexes
Tk CQ .Emb.M; Rn // ' hRmodk .C.M /; H.Bn I Q//;
Com

Tk C .Embc .R ; R // ' hInfBimk .C..S m / /; H.Bn I Q//:
Q

m

n

Com

The first part of the proposition may be viewed as an alternative formulation of the
main result of [5]. As to the second part of the proposition, it can be simplified further,
using Pirashvili’s “Dold–Kan” correspondence between right  –modules and right
–modules [19]. Recall that infinitesimal Com–bimodules are the same as right  –
modules (Corollary 4.10). By [19, Theorem 3.1], the category of right  –modules
(with values in an abelian category) is equivalent to the category of right –modules,
where  is the category of (unpointed) finite sets and surjective maps between them.
Given a right  –module F , the corresponding –module is defined using the cross
effect, so it may be denoted cr F . For an unpointed finite set i , cr F.i / is defined to
be the cokernel of the natural homomorphism
i
M

F..i

1/C / ! F.iC /:

j D1

Here the i maps F..i 1/C / ! F.iC / are induced by the i maps iC ! .i 1/C ,
where the j th map sends j to the basepoint and is otherwise an order preserving
isomorphism. Equivalently, cr F.i / can be defined as the total cokernel of a certain
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evident cubical diagram of objects of the form F.jC /, where j ranges over subsets
of i . In the case when i is empty, cr F.∅/ D F./. It is easy to see that the –module
z.S m / which associates to a set i the
cr C..S m / / is equivalent to the –module C
mi
mi
z.S / D C.S ; / and where the –module structure is defined by the
complex C
diagonal maps associated with surjective maps of sets. More generally, the –module
z.X ^ /.
cr C.X / is equivalent to C
y n I Q/ to be the cross effect cr H.Bn I Q/.
Definition 8.4 Define the –module H.B
Thus, the second assertion of Proposition 8.3 translates, via Pirashvili’s correspondence,
into an equivalence
(8-1)

y n I Q//:
z.S m /; H.B
Tk CQ .Embc .Rm ; Rn // ' hRmodk .C


In fact, things can be simplified even further, as shown in the following lemma.
zQ .S m / is formal. That is, there is a weak
Lemma 8.5 The right –module C
equivalence of modules
z m I Q/:
zQ .S m / ' H.S
C
Proof Let us assume that m  1 (the case m D 0 is trivial, but the forthcoming
proof does not apply to it). Let us consider truncated modules first. Let M be a right
–module with values in chain complexes. That is, M is a contravariant functor
from  to chain complexes. Fix k  0. Let Mk be the module that agrees with M
on sets smaller or equal to k , and is 0 on sets bigger than k . Clearly, this is well
defined, and there is a canonical surjective map of right –modules Mk ! Mk 1 .
Let M k be the kernel of the homomorphism. Clearly, M k is the right module that
agrees with M on the set with k elements, and is zero elsewhere. There is a natural
cofibration sequence
0 ! M k ! Mk ! Mk

1

! 0:

This sequence can be viewed as a homotopy cofibration sequence of right –modules.
It is classified by a map (in the homotopy category of right modules)
Mk

1

! †M k ;

where †M k is the pointwise shift of M k .
zQ .S m /. We have the cofibration sequence
Now let us apply this to the module M D C
zQ .S m /k ! C
zQ .S m /k ! C
zQ .S m /k
C
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Let us calculate the derived mapping object, in the category of right modules, from
zQ .S m /k 1 to †C
zQ .S m /k . This is a chain complex whose H0 gives the set of
C
zQ .S m /k is a right
homotopy classes of maps between these objects. Recall that †C
–module concentrated in place k . In Section 10 we will prove some general results
about morphisms between right –modules. In particular, we will prove Corollary 10.8,
which implies that
zQ .S m /k
hRmod.C


zQ .S m
1 ; †C

zQ .k S m /; C
zQ .S mk //:
/k / ' hom†k .C

Here hom†k stands for derived homomorphism in the category of chain complexes
with an action of †k and k S m is the fat diagonal in S mk . By Alexander duality, this
zQ .†C.k; Rm //†k (here we have used that over the rationals,
is quasi-isomorphic to C
invariants are equivalent to derived invariants), which is an .m 1/–connected, and
therefore zero-connected, complex. It follows that there are no homotopically nontrivial
zQ .S m /k 1 to †C
zQ .S m /k , and therefore there is a weak
maps of modules from C
equivalence of right –modules
zQ .S m /k ' C
zQ .S m /k
C

zQ .S m
1˚C

/k :

zQ .S m /k is essentially determined by the chain complex C
zQ .S mk /,
The right module C
together with an action of †k . It is clear that there is a †k –equivariant equivalence
z mk I Q/ (this is in fact true integrally). Thus there
zQ .S mk / ' H.S
of †k complexes C
is an equivalence of right –modules
zQ .S m /k ' C
zQ .S m /k
C

z

1 ˚ H.S

m

I Q/k ;

and by induction we get an equivalence
zQ .S m /k '
C

k
M

z m I Q/i :
H.S

iD1

z m I Q/k and so we
It is easy to see that the right-hand side is isomorphic to H.S
have an equivalence
z m I Q/k
zQ .S m /k ' H.S
C
zQ .S m /k ! C
zQ .S m /k 1 corresponding
for each k , with the restriction map C
z m I Q/k 1 . Finally, C
zQ .S m / may
to the restriction map H.S m I Q/k ! H.S
be identified with the inverse limit (which is also the homotopy inverse limit) of
zQ .S m /k , and similarly for the homological version, which implies the equivalence
C
z m I Q/.
zQ .S m / ' H.S
C
We are finally ready to state and prove our main theorem.
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Theorem 8.6 Suppose that 2m C 1  n. Then there are weak equivalences for all k
z m /; H.B
y n I Q//:
Tk CQ .Embc .Rm ; Rn // ' hRmodk .H.S


This includes the case k D 1:
z m /; H.B
y n I Q//
T1 CQ .Embc .Rm ; Rn // ' hRmod.H.S


It follows that if 2m C 1 < n then there is an equivalence of chain complexes
z m /; H.B
y n I Q//:
CQ .Embc .Rm ; Rn // ' hRmod.H.S


Proof Our starting point is (8-1), which says that
y n I Q//:
z.S m /; H.B
Tk CQ .Embc .Rm ; Rn // ' hRmodk .C


y n I Q/ takes values in rational chain complexes, there is an
Since the –module H.B
equivalence
y n I Q// ' hRmodk .C
y n I Q//:
zQ .S m /; H.B
z.S m /; H.B
hRmodk .C




z m I Q/. Then again, since the
zQ .S m / can be replaced with H.S
By Lemma 8.5, C
target of the mapping space consists of rational chain complexes, we may replace
z m I Q/ with the corresponding integral homology.
the rational homology groups H.S
For the last statement we require 2m C 1 < n to ensure that the underlying functor is
analytic; see [26].

9 The splitting by homological degree
Our goal in the rest of the paper is to analyze the consequences of Theorem 8.6, and to
use it to write explicit chain complexes for computing the rational homology groups of
Embc .Rm ; Rn /. Theorem 8.6 expresses CQ .Embc .Rm ; Rn // as a space of morphisms
z m / and H.B
y n I Q/. Obviously, these –modules split
between right –modules H.S
as direct sums of –modules concentrated in a single homological degree. For example,
there is an isomorphism of –modules
z m /Š
H.S

1
M

z i .S m /:
H

iD0

z i .X / we really mean the chain complex that has the i th
We remind the reader that by H
reduced homology of X in degree i and is zero otherwise. In fact, this decomposition
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is unnecessarily wasteful, because one need not consider all values of i , but only
multiples of m.
Definition 9.1 We define, for each m  1 and for each s  0 the right –module Qm
s
mk /.
z
by the formula Qm
s .k/ D Hms .S
Clearly, Qm
s is given by
Qm
s .k/


0
k ¤ s;
D
ZŒms k D s;

z ms .S ms / is the chain complex that has Z in dimension ms and is
where ZŒms D H
zero otherwise. Note that †s acts trivially on ZŒms if m is even and acts by sign
representation if m is odd. Qm
s is in some sense a minimal nonzero right –module
concentrated in degree s . It is obvious that there is an isomorphism of right –modules
(assuming that m  1)
1
M
m
z
H.S / Š
Qm
s :
sD0

y n I Q/.
There is a similar splitting for the right module H.B
y nt by the formula
Definition 9.2 For each n  2 and t  0 define the right –module H
y nt D H
y .n
H

1/t .Bn I Q/:

It is well known that H.Bn .k// is concentrated in dimensions of the form .n
follows that there is an isomorphism of –modules (assuming n  2)
y n I Q/ Š
H.B

1
M

1/t . It

y nt :
H

t D0

It is obvious that each one of the direct sums above is isomorphic to a direct product.
It follows that there is an isomorphism
z m /; H.B
y n I Q// Š
hRmod.H.S


1
Y

yn
hRmod.Qm
s ; H t /:


s;t D0

Thus we have the following immediate consequence of Theorem 8.6.
Corollary 9.3 Suppose that 2m C 1  n. Then there are weak equivalences for all
k 1
1
Y
Q
m
n
yn
Tk C .Embc .R ; R // '
hRmodk .Qm
s ; H t /:
s;t D0
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It follows that
T1 CQ .Embc .Rm ; Rn // '

1
Y

yn
hRmod.Qm
s ; H t /:


s;t D0

If 2m C 1 < n then the Taylor tower converges, and so we have an equivalence
Q

m

n

C .Embc .R ; R // '

1
Y

yn
hRmod.Qm
s ; H t /:

s;t D0



We will see in Section 13 (Corollary 13.4), that if n > 2m C 1 the product above can
be replaced by a direct sum.

10 The Koszul spectral sequence for –modules
Let F; G be right –modules with values in chain complexes. Our next task is to
analyze the complex of derived morphisms
hRmod.F; G/;


in order to understand better the consequences of Theorem 8.6 and Corollary 9.3.
In this section we will review a spectral sequence for calculating the homology of
hRmod .F; G/. The spectral sequence arises from filtering the category  by cardinality. The filtration has appeared in the literature in various guises; for example
see Fresse [13]. We call it the Koszul spectral sequence, because the Koszul dual
of F makes an appearance. In the next section we will apply the general theory to
1
yn
the mapping complex hRmod.Qm
s ; H t /. We will see that in this case the E term
of the Koszul spectral sequence is in fact a single chain complex, which is therefore
yn
quasi-isomorphic to hRmod.Qm
s ; H t /, and is giving a small model for the mapping
complex.
In fact, rather than analyzing the mapping complex
hRmod.F; G/;


we will focus on the dual of this complex. For this, we will assume most of the time
that the right module G is the dual of a left module. By a left –module is a covariant
functor from  to a background category. To avoid possible confusion, we remind
the reader that while a right –module is the same thing as a right module over the
nonunital commutative operad, a left –module is not the same thing as a left module
over the operad.
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Suppose C is a chain complex of k –modules. Let D.C / be the dual chain complex
homk .C; k/. Define the grading of the dual complex by hom.C; k/n D hom.C n ; k/.
In particular, if C is nonnegatively graded, D.C / is nonpositively graded. This means
that we can not any longer confine ourselves to the category of nonnegatively graded
chain complexes. From now on, “chain complex” means bounded below chain complex.
The model structure that we refer to is Quillen’s original structure on bounded below
chain complexes. Since in practice we only use chain complexes over the rationals, the
model structure has a particularly simple form: fibrations (resp. cofibrations) are chain
maps that are levelwise surjective (resp. injective). All objects are fibrant and cofibrant.
So let G be a left –module with values in bounded chain complexes. Let D.G/ be
the objectwise dual of G . Then D.G/ is a right –module. Let F be another right
–module. We are interested in the derived morphism object hRmod.F; D.G//. Let
h

F ˝G
be the derived coend of the contravariant functor F and the covariant functor G . It is
well known that derived coend is a derived left adjoint to derived hom, so we have the
following proposition.
h

Proposition 10.1 There is a natural weak equivalence hRmod.F; D.G//'D.F ˝ G/.
h

For the rest of the section, we will focus on analyzing the homology of F ˝ G .
Ultimately we will work with rational chain complexes, so the homology groups of
h

D.F ˝ G/
are just the vector space duals of the homology of
h

F ˝ G:
h

Our approach to analyzing F ˝ G is to filter the category  by cardinality, use this to
construct a filtration of
h

F ˝ G;
and thus obtain a spectral sequence for calculating its homology groups.
Definition 10.2 For each k  0, let k be the full subcategory of  consisting
of objects of cardinality less than or equal to k . Let F and G be a right and a
left –module respectively. By restriction, F and G may also be considered as
k –modules.
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h

Let F ˝k G be the derived coend between k –modules.
h

One obtains a filtration of F ˝ G by truncated homotopy coends.
(10-1)

h

h

h

F ˝0 G ! F ˝1 G !    ! F ˝ G:

We would like to analyze the homotopy cofiber of the map
h

F ˝k

h

1

G ! F ˝k G:

Let k # <k be the category whose objects are surjective maps k  i , where i is a
set that is strictly smaller than k , and whose morphisms are the evident commuting
triangles. Thus, since F is a contravariant functor from  to the category of chain
complexes, it gives rise to a contravariant functor from k # <k to chain complexes,
given on objects by the formula
.k  i / 7! F.i /:
Define k F to be the homotopy colimit of this functor. Note that k F has a natural
action of the symmetric group †k and that there is a natural †k –equivariant map
k F ! F.k/.
Lemma 10.3 For each k , there is a homotopy pushout square
k F ˝h†k G.k/


F.k/ ˝h†k G.k/

h

/ F ˝k 1 G

h

/ F ˝k G:

Here the symbol ˝h†k denotes the derived balanced product of two objects with an
action of †k . The left vertical map is induced from the map k F ! F.k/.
Proof The lemma is elementary and essentially well known; see, for example, the
paper of Ahearn and Kuhn [1, Lemma 3.7 and Corollary 3.8] for a proof of closely
related result in the setting of topological spaces. The proof that we give is a variation
of theirs.
Let F "kk 1 be the homotopy left Kan extension of F from k 1 to k . It is
easy to see the restriction of F "kk 1 to k 1 is equivalent to the restriction of F
to k 1 . On the other hand, we have F"kk 1 .k/ D k F . Let k F be the right
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k –module defined by k F .i / D 0 for i < k and k F .k/ D k F . Similarly,
let F.k/ be the k –module defined by F.k/.i / D 0 for i < k and F.k/.k/ D F.k/.
There is a natural square of k –modules
k F

/ F "k
k 1




/F

F.k/

and we claim that this is a homotopy pushout diagram of k –modules. Indeed, for
i < k , evaluating this square on i yields the square
0

/ F "k .i /
k 1




/ F.i /;

0

which is a homotopy pushout square, because the map F "kk
equivalence. Evaluating the square at k yields the square
k F

/ k F




/ F.k/;

F.k/

1

.i / ! F.i / is an

which is also a homotopy pushout square. It follows that there is a homotopy pushout
square
h

k F ˝k G

h

/ F "k ˝k G
k 1





h

F.k/ ˝k G

h

/ F ˝k G:

From the three easily verified equivalences
h

k F ˝k G ' k F ˝h†k G.k/;
h

F.k/ ˝k G ' F.k/ ˝h†k G.k/;
F "kk

h

1 ˝k

h

G ' F ˝k
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the lemma now follows easily.
Definition 10.4 Let F be a right –module. For k  0, let KF.k/ be the homotopy
cofiber of the natural map k F ! F.k/. We call the sequence fKF.k/g1
the
kD0
Koszul dual of F .
Corollary 10.5 The homotopy cofiber of the map
h

F ˝k

h

1

G ! F ˝k G

is equivalent to
KF.k/ ˝h†k G.k/:
Remark 10.6 We will point out that in the case when F and G are two right –
modules, one can analyze the derived complex of morphisms hRmod.F; G/ in an
analogous way. Namely, one can filter the category  by cardinality, and obtain a
tower of fibrations converging to hRmod.F; G/:
hRmod.F; G/ !    ! hRmodk .F; G/ !   
There is a description of the homotopy fiber of the restriction map hRmodk .F; G/ !
hRmodk 1 .F; G/ that is analogous to Corollary 10.5, and is proved in the same way.
Lemma 10.7 Let F , G be right –modules. The homotopy fiber of the map
hRmodk .F; G/ ! hRmodk

1 .F; G/

is equivalent to
hom.KF.k/; G.k//h†k :
Corollary 10.8 Let n  0 be an integer. Let F and G be right –modules, and
suppose that G.i / ' 0 for i ¤ n then
hRmod.F; G/ ' hom.KF.n/; G.n//h†n :


Proof It follows from the assumption that hom.KF.i /; G.i //h†i ' 0 for i ¤ n. It
follows that all the fibers in the tower of fibrations
   ! hRmodi .F; G/ ! hRmodi

1 .F; G/

! 

are trivial, except for the nth fiber. It follows that the inverse homotopy limit of the
tower, which is equivalent to hRmod.F; G/, is equivalent to the nth fiber. But the nth

fiber is equivalent to
hom.KF.n/; G.n//h†n :
Geometry & Topology, Volume 18 (2014)
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Now we go back to assuming that F is a right –module and G is a left module.
Definition 10.9 Corollary 10.5 gives rise to a first quadrant spectral sequence converging to the homology groups of
h

F ˝ G:
The k th column is given by the homology groups of KF.k/ ˝h†k G.k/, shifted up
by k . We will call it the Koszul spectral sequence.
The first differential in the Koszul spectral sequence is induced by maps, for each
k  1,
(10-2)

KF.k/ ˝h†k G.k/ ! †KF.k

1/ ˝h†k

1

G.k

1/;

which are the connecting maps associated with the filtration (10-1). Our next task
is to describe these maps explicitly. For this, we need to describe certain structure
maps present in Koszul duals of right –modules. Consider the homotopy cofibration
sequence
F.k/ ! KF.k/ ! †k F:
Note that the maps in this sequence are †k –equivariant. Recall that, by definition,
k F D

hocolim F.i /:

ki2k#<k

Let .k # <k 1 /  .k # <k / be the full subcategory consisting of arrows k  i
where i < k 1. There is a natural inclusion
F.i / ,!

hocolim

ki2k#<k

1

hocolim F.i/:

ki2k#<k

It is not difficult to show that the quotient of this inclusion is naturally equivalent
to Sur.k; k 1/C ^†k 1 KF.k 1/. Here Sur.m; n/ denotes the set of surjective
functions from the standard set with m elements to the standard set with n elements.
Thus we obtain a natural map
k F ! Sur.k; k

1/C ^†k

1

KF.k

1/:

From here, we obtain the composite map
(10-3)

KF.k/ ! †k F ! Sur.k; k

1/C ^†k

1

†KF.k

1/:

Remark 10.10 The existence of the map (10-3) is closely related to the fact that KF
is the Koszul dual of a right –module F , and therefore is a right comodule over a
suitable version of the Lie cooperad; see Fresse [13] and Ching [8] for more detail.
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The following lemma is an exercise in manipulating colimits.
Lemma 10.11 The connecting map (10-2) is equivalent to
KF.k/ ˝h†k G.k/ ! .Sur.k; k
'

1/C ^†k

! †KF.k

1/ ˝h†k

! †KF.k

1/ ˝h†k

1

1// ˝h†k G.k/

.G.k/ ^†k Sur.k; k

1
1

†KF.k

G.k

1/C /

1/:

Here the first map is induced by the composed map (10-3), the second map is just
regrouping, and the last map is induced by the †k 1 –equivariant map G.k/ ˝h†k
Sur.k; k 1/C ! G.k 1/ which arises from the left –module structure on G .
Since F and G take values in the category of chain complexes, where suspension is
invertible, the connecting map can also be written as having the form
†

1

KF.k/ ˝h†k G.k/ ! KF.k

1/ ˝h†k

1

G.k

1/:

We obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 10.12 Filtration by cardinality gives rise to a spectral sequence (the
Koszul spectral sequence), calculating
h

H.F ˝ G/:
The first page of the Koszul spectral sequence has the following form:
(10-4) H.KF.0/ ˝ G.0//
H.†

2

H.†

1

KF.1/ ˝ G.1//

KF.2/ ˝h†2 G.2//



H.†

k

KF.k/ ˝h†k G.k//



Each term describes a column in the spectral sequence page, the homomorphisms
constitute the first differential and they are induced by the map in Lemma 10.11.
We will sometimes like to think of the first page of the Koszul spectral sequence,
together with the first differential, as a chain complex of graded abelian groups.

11 The Koszul dual of Qm
s
Our goal for the rest of the paper is to apply the theory of the previous section to the
calculation of the homology of the mapping complexes
yn
hRmod.Qm
s ; Ht /
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y nt , as well as the
that appear in Corollary 9.3. Thus we need to describe the module H
m
Koszul dual of the module Qs , as explicitly as possible.
m
In this section we describe the Koszul dual of Qm
s , which we continue denoting KQs .
Recall that the right –module Qm
s is defined by the formula
m
z
Qm
/:
s D Hms .S

Recall that k S m is the fat diagonal in S mk . Let S mk =k S m be the quotient space.
It is well known that the reduced homology of this space is concentrated in degrees
k C s.m 1/, where s D 0; 1; : : : ; k .
Proposition 11.1 For each k , KQm
s .k/ is quasi-isomorphic to a chain complex
concentrated in a single homological degree. Moreover, if m > 1 then there is an
equivalence of chain complexes
z
KQm
s .k/ Š HkCs.m

1/ .S

mk

=k S m /:

To prove the proposition, we will analyze the Koszul dual of a couple of right –
modules of a more general type.
Definition 11.2 Let X be a pointed topological space. Let †1 X ^ be the right
–module defined by the formula i 7! †1 X ^i . The convention is that X ^0 D S 0 .
Given a surjective map i  j , the corresponding map †1 X ^j ! †1 X ^i is defined
using the diagonal inclusion.
Let k X be the fat diagonal in X ^k . It follows easily from the definition that the
Koszul dual of the module †1 X ^ is given by the formula
K†1 X ^ ' †1 X ^ = X:
Definition 11.3 Fix an integer s  0 and let IsX be the evident right –module
defined by the formula
 1 ^k
† X
k D s;
X
Is .k/ D

k ¤ s:
Observe that IsX is related to †1 X ^ via Goodwillie differentiation. Let F be a
functor from the category of pointed spaces to the category of spectra (or spaces).
Let Ds F.X / be the s th layer in the Goodwillie tower of F . In particular, for fixed
integers k; s ,
 1 ^k
† X
k D s;
1 ^k
Ds .† X / D

k ¤ s:
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In other words, there is an equivalence of right –modules
Ds .†1 X ^ / ' IsX :
We can use this to give a description of KIsX .
Lemma 11.4 For each k , there is an equivalence
KIsX .k/ ' Ds .†1 X ^k =k X /:
Proof Since the Koszul dual of a right –module is defined using only homotopy
colimits, and taking a layer in the Goodwillie tower is an operation that commutes
with homotopy colimits of spectrum-valued functors, it follows that the Koszul dual
of IsX can be obtained by taking the s th layer of the Koszul dual of †1 X ^ , which is
defined by the formula †1 X ^ = X . In other words, we have natural equivalences
KIsX ' KDs .†1 X ^ / ' Ds .K†1 X ^ / ' Ds .†1 X ^ = X /:
The layers of the Goodwillie tower of the functor †1 X ^k =k X are well understood.
They can be described in terms of the space of partitions.
Definition 11.5 Let Pk be the poset of partitions of the set f1; : : : ; kg ordered by
refinements. Note that it has an initial and a final object. Let jPk j be the geometric
realization of this poset (a contractible complex). Let @jPk j be the subcomplex of Pk
that is the union of simplices that do not contain both the initial and the final object
as a vertex (@jPk j can be interpreted as a kind of boundary of jPk j). Let Tk be the
quotient space
Tk WD jPk j=@jPk j:
The space Tk often appears in the context of the calculus of functors. It is well known
that Tk is homotopy equivalent to a wedge sum of .k 1/! copies of S k 1 .
For any finite set S , we define TS to be the space constructed out of the poset of
partitions of S in the same way as Tk is constructed out of f1; : : : ; kg. Clearly, TS is
functorial with respect to isomorphisms of S .
Definition 11.6 Suppose ˛ 2 Sur.k; s/ is a surjective function. Define
T˛ D T˛

1 .1/

^    ^ T˛

Lemma 11.7 There is an equivalence
 _
KIsX .k/ D
˛2Sur.k;s/
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Proof This follows from Lemma 11.4 and the calculations in [3, Section 2] (in
particular, [3, Remark 2.3].
z ms / D Qm
Proof of Proposition 11.1 We noted already that the chain complex H.S
s .s/
ms
z
is †s –equivariantly quasi-isomorphic to the complex C.S /. Since k D s is the only
value of k for which Qm
s .k/ is not zero, it follows by an easy argument that the right
m
z.S ms / in
–module Qs is weakly equivalent to the right –module that has value C
degree s , and is zero otherwise. Using chains on spectra, and the natural equivalence
z 1 ms / in
C.X / ' C.†1 X /, we can identify Qm
s with the module that has value C.† S
degree s , and is zero otherwise. Since the singular chains functor preserves homotopy
colimits, we just need to calculate the Koszul dual of the spectrum-valued –module
m
that has value †1 S ms in degree s and is  otherwise. This is exactly the module IsS ,
m
a special case of the module IsX of Definition 11.3. We saw that its Koszul dual KIsS
is given by the following formula (it is a special case of Lemma 11.7):

 _
Sm
1
ms
KIs .k/ '
† T˛ ^ S
˛2Sur.k;s/

†s

Note that the action of †s on the set Sur.k; s/ is free. It follows that the module KQm
s ,
z.KIS m ;s / is given by the following formula:
which is equivalent to C
 _

m
ms
z
(11-1)
KQs .k/ ' C
.T˛ ^ S /
˛2Sur.k;s/

†s

Notice that for all ˛ 2 Sur.k; s/, T˛ is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres
m
of dimension k s . It follows that KIsS .k/ is equivalent to a wedge of spheres
of dimension k C .m 1/s . Therefore KQm
s .k/ is homologically concentrated in
dimension k C .m 1/s , and there is an equivalence
 _

m
ms
z
(11-2)
KQs .k/ ' H
.T˛ ^ S /
:
˛2Sur.k;s/

†s

Moreover, recall that for each k , there is an equivalence (Lemma 11.4)
KIsX .k/ ' Ds .†1 X ^k =k X /:
We saw that if X D S m , Ds .†1 X ^k =k X / is homologically concentrated in dimension k C .m 1/s . Assuming m > 1, we see that this dimension is a strictly
increasing function of s . Since the spectra Ds .†1 X ^k =k X / are the layers in the
Taylor tower of the functor †1 X ^k =k X , it follows easily that when X D S m
and m > 1, Ds .†1 X ^k =k X / detects the homology of †1 S mk =k S m in dimension k C .m 1/s .
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Let us introduce notation that allows us to describe the complex KQm
s .k/ even more
explicitly.
z k /. Therefore, Lk is a complex concentrated in
Definition 11.8 Let Lk WD H.T
degree k 1 and it is isomorphic in this degree to Z.k 1/! . For ˛ 2 Sur.k; s/, define
z ˛ / D L˛
L˛ D H.T

1 .1/

˝    ˝ L˛

1 .s/

:

z n /.
Also recall that we define ZŒn D H.S
For any ˛ 2 Sur.k; s/ there is a quasi-isomorphism
z.T˛ ^ S ms / ' L˛ ˝ ZŒms:
C
Using this, together with Equation (11-1), we obtain the following formula:
 M

m
(11-3)
KQs .k/ '
L˛ ˝ ZŒms
˛2Sur.k;s/

†s

12 Homology of configuration spaces, revisited
y nt . The results
In this section we describe more explicitly the right –module H
are essentially well known and are included for convenience. We remind the reader
y nt D H
y .n 1/t .Bn I Q/, where the decoration y denotes Pirashvili’s cross effect
that H
y nt .k/ is a summand of the rational homology of the
of a right  –module. Thus H
y nt .k/ is the
configuration space of ordered k –tuples of points in Rn . More precisely, H
summand of the homology that is not detected in configuration spaces of fewer than k
points. Let Sur.k; k t/ be the set of functions from k to k t for which the inverse
image of every point of k t has at least two elements. Elements of Sur.k; k t/
correspond to partitions of k with k t components which do not have singletons
for components. The following formula follows easily from the results of Cohen and
Taylor [10], Lambrechts, Volić and the first author [5] and the first author alone [4]:


M
n
y
(12-1)
H t .k/ Š
hom.Lˇ ; QŒnt/
;
†k t
b .k;k t /
ˇ2 Sur

b

b

z nt I Q/. It is worth noting S nt
where QŒnt denotes, as usual, the chain complex H.S
(and hence also QŒnt) depends on the surjection ˇ . Namely, ˇ induces an injective
homomorphism Qn.k t / ,! Qnk . The quotient of this homomorphism is noncanonically isomorphic to Qnt , and S nt is the one-point compactification of this Qnt . In
particular, this identification plays a role in the action of †k t on the direct sum.
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Let us use the notation QŒ nt D hom.QŒnt; Q/. This is, again, a chain complex
concentrated in dimension nt . Note that we are dealing with actions of finite groups
on rational chain complexes, so in our context derived quotients, strict quotients, derived
fixed points and strict fixed points are all naturally equivalent to each other. Elementary
y nt .k/ is equivalent to
manipulations show the above formula for H



M
n
y t .k/ Š hom
(12-2)
H
Lˇ ˝ QŒ nt
;Q :
†k t
b .k;k t/
ˇ2 Sur
y nt .k/ is, in these terms, dual to a left –module
The right –module structure on H
structure on the symmetric sequence


M
k 7!
Lˇ ˝ QŒ nt
:
†k t
b .k;k t /
ˇ2 Sur
The left module structure was essentially described in [5; 4]. We will give one description of the module structure in Section 14.

13 The Koszul complex
Now we are ready to describe the Koszul complex for
yn
hRmod.Qm
s ; H t /:


(As a reminder the Koszul complex is actually dual to
yn
hRmod.Qm
s ; H t /I


y nt is the dual of a left –module, we
see Proposition 10.1.) Since right –module H
can use the results of Section 10, and in particular (10-4). By (10-4), (11-3) and (12-2),
the Koszul complex has the following form:
 M



M
k
 †
L˛ ˝ ZŒms
˝†k
Lˇ ˝ QŒ nt

†
†
s
k
t
˛2Sur.k;s/
b .k;k t /
ˇ2 Sur
To shorten notation, let us introduce some abbreviations. For ˛ 2 Sur.k; s/; ˇ 2
Sur.k; k t/, let L˛;ˇ D L˛ ˝Lˇ . Also, let us abbreviate † k L˛;ˇ ˝ZŒms˝QŒ nt
as L˛;ˇ Œms nt k. Then the Koszul complex can be written in the following form:


M
(13-1)

L˛;ˇ Œms nt k

†k †s †k t
b .k;k t /
˛;ˇ2Sur.k;s/ Sur

b
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Remark 13.1 Recall that for ˛ 2 Sur.k; s/, L˛ is a chain complex concentrated in
degree k s . Similarly Lˇ is concentrated in degree k .k t/, ie, t . It follows
that the k th term in the complex (13-1) is a chain complex concentrated in degree
.k s/ C t C .ms nt k/, which is .m 1/s .n 1/t . In particular, the degree is
independent of k . It follows that (13-1), which a-priori is a chain complex of graded
vector spaces, is in fact an ordinary chain complex of rational vector spaces, where all
the spaces have an internal degree .m 1/s .n 1/t .
m;n
Definition 13.2 We let HHm;n
s;t denote the chain complex (13-1). We call HHs;t the
yn
Koszul complex of hRmod.Qm
s ; H t /.

We saw that HHm;n
s;t is a chain complex of vector spaces, which have an internal
grading .m 1/s .n 1/t . It follows that the dual complex hom.HHm;n
s;t ; Q/ is a
chain complex of vector spaces with internal grading .n 1/t .m 1/s . We define
the cohomology groups HHm;n
s;t to be the homology groups of the dual complex. More
precisely we have isomorphisms (the last of which is not natural)
Hk .HHm;n
s;t / WD H

m;n
k .hom.HHs;t ; Q//

m;n
Š hom.Hk .HHs;t
/; Q/ Š Hk .HHm;n
s;t /;

where in calculation of homology we forget about the internal grading. Combining
Propositions 10.1 and 10.12 and Remark 13.1 we obtain that the cohomology groups
m yn
of Hm;n
s;t are the homology groups of hRmod.Qs ; H t /. More explicitly, we have an
isomorphism for each k  0:
(13-2)

Hk .Hm;n
s;t / Š H.n

m yn
1/t .m 1/s k .hRmod.Qs ; H t //

Remark 13.3 Suppose that s; t > 0. Then Sur.k; s/ ¤ ∅ only if k  s . Similarly
Sur.k; k t/ ¤ ∅ only if k t > 0 and k  2.k t/. It follows that the complex HHm;n
s;t
is nonzero only in degrees k that satisfy maxfs; t C 1g  k  2t . It follows that
yn
Hj .hRmod.Qm
s ; H t // can be nonzero only when

b

.n

3/t

.m

1/s  j  .n

2/t

.m

1/s

1:

yn
Moreover, hRmod.Qm
s ; H t / is nontrivial only if s  2t . It follows easily that for
yn
fixed m; n satisfying m  1 and n > 2mC1, and for each j  0, Hj .hRmod.Qm
s ; H t //
is nonzero only for finitely many values of s; t . It follows that, assuming that n > 2mC1,
the direct product on the right-hand side of the formulas in Corollary 9.3 are equivalent
to direct sums. We obtain the following corollary.
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Corollary 13.4 Suppose that n > 2m C 1. Then there are isomorphisms
M
m
n
z
yn
H.Emb
H.hRmod.Qm
c .R ; R /I Q/ Š
s ; H t //
1s2t

H.n

M

Š

1/t .m 1/s 

.HHm;n
s;t /:

1s2t

Example 13.5 When s D t D 0, HHm;n
s;t is the trivial complex which has Q in
degree zero and nothing else. It detects the unreduced zero-dimensional homology of
Embc .Rm ; Rn /. In all other cases HHm;n
s;t is nontrivial only if s; t > 0. Furthermore it
m;n
follows from Remark 13.3 that HHs;t is nonzero only if s  2t .
Let us consider the case s D 1. Clearly, in this case s  t C1 and, again by Remark 13.3,
the Koszul complex HHm;n
1;t is nontrivial only in degrees t C 1  k  2t . The nonzero
portion of HHm;n
has
t
terms, and it has the following form:
1;t
0

L t C1 ˝L t C1 Œm .nC1/t 1=† t C1



L2t ˝L˝t
2 Œm .nC2/t=† t o†2

For a general k the k th term of HHm;n
1;t has the form

M
Lk ˝ Lˇ Œm nt
b .k;k t /=†k t
Œˇ2 Sur


k
†k

0

:

This is so because Sur.k; 1/ consists of just one point, and there is just one partition
of k with 1 component. Thus the sum is indexed by irreducible partitions of f1; : : : ; kg
of excess t . When k D t C 1 there is one such partition, namely the partition with
one component. At the other extreme, when k D 2t , there is again just one type of
irreducible partition of excess t , namely the partition of type 2 2    2. We believe
that partitions of this type are related to “chord diagrams,” familiar from knot theory.
In particular, when t D 1 the complex HHm;n
1;1 has only one (possibly) nonzero term,
corresponding to k D 2. The nonzero term is
.L2 ˝ L2 Œm

n

2/†2 :

We have that L2 ˝ L2 Œm n 2 is really just Q concentrated in dimension m n. It
is easy to see that the action of †2 on L2 ˝ L2 Œm n 2 is trivial if n is even and is
multiplication by 1 if n is odd. It follows that if n is odd then HHm;n
1;1 is the zero
complex. If n is even then HHm;n
consists
of
a
single
copy
of
Q
in
degree
k D 2 and
1;1
m;n
of internal dimension m n. It follows that when n is even HH1;1 contributes a class
of dimension n m 2 to H.Embc .Rm ; Rn /I Q/.
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Let us also consider briefly the case s D 1, t D 2. In this case, the complex HHm;n
1;2
has two nonzero terms, corresponding to k D 3; 4. It has the following form:
0

.L3 ˝ L3 Œm

2n

3/†3

.L4 ˝ L2 ˝ L2 Œm

2n

4/†2 o†2

0

The complexity of HHm;n
s;t grows rapidly with s and t .

14 A complex of forests
In this section we will show how the Koszul complex HHm;n
s;t (see (13-1)) can be
described more explicitly as a complex of forests. Recall that the direct sum over s
and t of all these complexes computes the rational cohomology of Embc .Rm ; Rn /; see
Corollary 13.4. The internal grading of each summand HHm;n
.n 1/t ;
s;t is .m 1/s
the total grading, which is the sum of internal grading plus grading k , is minus the
homological grading of the space of embeddings.
The basic ingredient in the construction of HHm;n
s;t is the graded module (concentrated
z
in degree k 1) Lk D H.Tk /. It is well known that Lk can be described as the free Z–
module spanned by trees with vertex set f1; : : : ; kg, modulo the Arnold relation. More

precisely, let Ak be the free graded commutative algebra on k2 one-dimensional generators. Thus Ak has a one-dimensional generator ui;j for each unordered pair fi; j g of
distinct indices between 1 and k (so ui;j D uj ;i ). Note that the generators anticommute
and their squares are zero. Let I be the ideal of Ak generated by the Arnold relation
ui;j uj ;k C uj ;k uk;i C uk;i ui;j D 0
for all i; j ; k . The ideal I is generated by homogeneous elements so Ak =I is a
graded algebra. It is well known that there is an isomorphism of graded algebras (see
Arnold [2] and Cohen, Lada and May [9, Section 7, Lemmas 7.6 and 7.7])
Ak =I Š H .C.k; R2 //:
This has the following consequence, which is also well known.
Proposition 14.1 Lk is naturally isomorphic to the homogeneous degree k 1
part of Ak =I . Moreover, the degree k 1 part is generated by monomials of the
form ui1 ;j1    uik 1 ;jk 1 for which the graph with vertex set f1; : : : ; kg and edge set
fi1 ; j1 g; : : : ; fik 1 ; jk 1 g is connected and acyclic (ie, a tree).
Indeed, one way to obtain the first part of the proposition is to use the natural isomorphisms
Lk Š Hk 1 .Tk / Š HkC1 .S 2k =k S 2 / Š Hk 1 .C.k; R2 //
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and the identification of Ak =I with the cohomology of the configuration space C.k; R2/.
The second part of the proposition is proved, for example, in [10].
Next we describe the Lie-comodule structure on the sequence L1 ; : : : ; Lk ; : : : in terms
of this “tree basis”. Recall that for every surjective function ˇ 2 Sur.k; k 1/ there
is a map Tk ! †Tk 1 associated with ˇ . This map induces a homomorphism in
homology
Lk ! Zhvi ˝ Lk 1 :
Here v is a one-dimensional generator and Zhvi is the free abelian group with generator v . To describe this homomorphism, we need to tell what it does on a generic element
of the form ui1 ;j1    uik 1 ;jk 1 . Since ˇ is a surjective function from the standard set
with k elements to the one with k 1 elements, there exist two elements i; j such that
ˇ.i / D ˇ.j / and otherwise ˇ is a bijection. Roughly speaking the effect of ˇ on the tree
basis for homology is determined by the following rule: if fi; j g is not among the edges
of a tree, then this tree is sent to zero. If fi; j g is among the edges, then the tree is sent
to another tree, obtained by contracting the edge fi; j g, and the edge fi; j g is mapped
to the suspension coordinate. More precisely, the rule is as follows: if ˇ.i / ¤ ˇ.j /
then ui;j is sent to uˇ.i/;ˇ.j / . If ˇ.i / D ˇ.j / then ui;j is sent to v . This induces the
following function on the generators of Lk : if the unordered pair fi; j g is not among
the pairs fi1 ; j1 g; : : : ; fik 1 ; jk 1 g, then the element ui1 ;j1    uik 1 ;jk 1 is sent to
zero. Otherwise, suppose that fi; j g D fil ; jl g. Then the element ui1 ;j1    uik 1 ;jk 1
is sent to
uˇ.i1 /;ˇ.j1 /    uˇ.il

1 /;ˇ.jl

1/

vuˇ.il C1 /;ˇ.jl C1 /    uˇ.ik

1 /;ˇ.jk

1/

;

which is the same as
. 1/l

1

v ˝ uˇ.i1 /;ˇ.j1 /    uˇ.il

1 /;ˇ.jl

1/

uˇ.il C1 /;ˇ.jl C1 /    uˇ.ik

1 /;ˇ.jk

1/

:

One can desuspend the above homomorphism, to obtain a homomorphism
Zhv

1

i ˝ Lk ! Lk

1;

where v 1 is a generator of degree 1. This homomorphism sends the element
v 1 ˝ ui1 ;j1    uik 1 ;jk 1 to . 1/l 1 uˇ.i1 /;ˇ.j1 /    u
yˇ.il /;ˇ.jl /    uˇ.ik 1 /;ˇ.jk 1 / if
fi; j g D fil ; jl g, and to zero if fi; j g is not equal to any of the unordered pairs
fi1 ; j1 g; : : : ; fik ; jk g.
Now let ˛ 2 Sur.k; s/ be a surjective function. Recall that L˛ D L˛ 1 .1/ ˝  ˝L˛ 1 .s/ .
It follows that the module L˛ is generated by forests with vertex set f1; : : : ; kg, whose
connected components are labeled by 1; : : : ; s , subject to the Arnold relation. Finally
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recall that the k th term of the complex HHm;n
s;t is isomorphic to the following graded
rational vector space:


M
k
†
L˛ ˝Lˇ ˝ZŒms˝QŒ nk˝QŒn.k t/
†k †s †k t
b .k;k t /
.˛ˇ/2Sur.k;s/ Sur
It follows that the k th term of the Koszul complex HHm;n
s;t can be described as a quotient
(by the Arnold relation) of a direct sum of vector spaces, indexed by equivalence classes
(with respect to the action of †k ) of pairs of forests with vertex set f1; : : : ; kg, where
the first forest has s components and the second forest has k t components, all bigger
than a point. Each summand is generated by equivalence classes (with respect to the
action of the stabilizer group of the pair of forests) of monomials that are products of
the following generators:


A one-dimensional generator for each edge of the two forests



s generators of dimension m corresponding to connected components of the
first forest (and arising from ZŒms)



k generators of dimension n corresponding to vertices and k t generators
of dimension n corresponding to connected components of the second forest to
account for QŒ nk and QŒn.k t/



k more generators of dimension 1, to account for the k –fold desuspension
(note that the group †k does not permute these generators)

The order of generators can be interchanged as prescribed by graded commutativity.
The boundary homomorphism is defined as follows: fix a pair of forests with vertex
set f1; : : : ; kg(representing an equivalence class of such pairs), where the two forests
have s components and k t nonsingleton components respectively. The boundary
homomorphism on the summand corresponding to this pair is given by a sum of
k
2 homomorphisms, corresponding to all the ways to glue together two elements of
f1; : : : ; kg. The only summands that are not zero are the ones that contract an edge in
the first forest (and so preserve the number s of components in this forest) and glue
together two components of the second forest (and so preserve the number t of edges
of the second forests). The contracted edge is used to cancel one of the desuspension
coordinates, as explained above.
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